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(U) .he purpose of this report is to review the operator's
decision-making characteristics as a first step in developing decision aids
for the air-to-ground combat environment. Both formal and empirical
models of decision-making are discussed. Four components of
decision-making: information selection, probability estimation, worth
assessment, and action selection are identified. Empirical results from
laboratory and real-world studies are used to characterize operator
performanice for each of these components of decision-making.

'*.JrThe results indicate that the operator is best characterized in
terms of empirical, rather than normative, models of decision-making. In
particular, models based on heuristic processes seem to best characterize
operator performance. Heuristic processes are rules used by the operator
which simplify the decision situation and result in predictable errors. r
Such rules are used because of the operator's processing limitations and,\
not necessarily because of his irrationality. Decision-aiding is suggested as
one way to overcome these limitations and improve operator
performance.
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INTRODUCTION

During combat, the fighter/attack aircrew is faced with a dynamic,
complex, and highly stressful environment. Even in noncombat missions,
the increasing complexity of avionic systems puts a high informational
load on their operators. The use of decision aids is a possible way to
reduce the operator's cognitive load while improving overall systems
performance. Presently, however, no overall structure exists to analyze
the aircrew's decision environment and to pinpoint possible areas where
decision aids might be useful.

This report is a review of the literature on human decision-making
with a focus on possible applications for decision-aiding on Navy attack
aircraft. The purpose of the report is to isolate general decision-making
characteristics of the operator for future comparison with decision
situations identified as important for naval attack missions. The
operator's decision-making characteristics can then be compared to ideal
solutions generated by mathematical decision models. The difference
between operator performance and ideal performance will form one basis for
developing criteria for interfacing the operator with decision-aiding
devices.

Figure 1 shows how this report will be combined with information
from other sources in order to develop these criteria. Basically, the
criteria will be based on three considerations: (1) how the operator
performs, (2) what he does, and (3) what aids are, or will be, available.
The latter two considerations are subjects of ongoing research.

OVERVIEW OF OPERATOR DECISION-MAKING CHARACTERISTICS

A number of excellent reviews of human decision-making have been
published recently (Nickerson and Feehrer, 1975; Slovic and Lichenstein,

1971; Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein, 1977). The purpose of the
present review is not to supplant these reviews, but rather to outline
the human operator's decision-making characteristics (ODC) in order to
generate a detailed scheme of decision-making tasks. The scheme and
review of ODC will complement each other, since together they will
characterize both different decision tasks and the operator's performance
at these tasks.
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FIGURE 1. Development of Criteria for Decision-Aiding
in Fighter/Attack Aircraft.

Figure 2 depicts a simplified model of probabilistic decision-making.
It shows four stages of human decision-making: (1) information selection,
(2) probability estimation, (3) worth assessment, and (4) action selec-
tion. The first stage consists of generating hypotheses concerning states
of the world and selectively choosing data (dl.. .dj ...dn) in the environ-
ment to test the hypotheses. Stage two involves probability estimation
of different states of the world based on the data [P(Hkldi)...P(Hnldi).
Stage three involves generating possible outcomes (0l...On) and evaluating
their worth (Ol < Oj < ... < On). The final stage is the consideration
of alternative actions in light of the information from stages two and
three.

An example may make the theoretical issues involved in decision-
making more concrete. An attack pilot must decide whether to launch a
missile at a ship for which he has only a noisy image on his CRT scope.

His first task is to decide how much information to collect before
deciding whether to launch the missile or not. Too much information will
result in putting himself in danger of being shot down and too little
might result in his making the wrong decision. The operator's information
selection characteristics will be discussed as an iterative process
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(c.f., the feedback loop in Figure 2), since the operator must know his
state of uncertainty and the consequences of his possible actions before
he can decide how much information to select. However, it is also the
logical first step in decision-making since all the other stages require
sufficient information in order to make even preliminary estimates.

After gathering information, the pilot can begin to form hypotheses
about what he is viewing on his display. Based on both the data (dj)
and his prior experience, the pilot generates likely hypotheses.
In our example, tile imagery of the ship outline on his scope, especially
the two faint superstructures, suggests an enemy destroyer or a friendly
combatant (f or tie). There Is also a slight possibility that the image
is a friendly hospital ship (Hh). Given the data (dj) and anything else
the operator knows about the situation, the probability estimation tasks
consist of quantifying the operator's subjective level of uncertainty

concerning each of the hypotheses [i.e., P(HeIdj); P(Hlcdj) or P(Hhldj)J.

However, his final decision depends not only on his subjective
probability estimates, but also on his estimate of the consequences of
his actions. The third stage of decision-making involves assessing the
consequences of possible outcomes and is referred to as "worth assessment."
In our example, the pilot must evaluate the possible outcomes of sinking
or not sinking the ship imaged on his CRT. For example, the benefits of
sinking an enemy ship [i.e., e] might not balance the risk of sinking
a frie,dly hospital [Ph] or combat [VcJ ship. The consequences of not
sinking these ships must also be considered [e.g., h = Pc Pe. The
discussion of worth assessment will "oncentrate on techniques for eval-
uating consequences and the performance characteristics of the operator
using these techniques.

The final stage of decision-making consists of generating decision
rules to select the best course of action using both the previously
estimated probability and worth information. For example, because
sinking a friendly may be much worse than to miss sinking an enemy ship,
the operator may have a 90% criterion in order to launch the missile.
If he is 90% sure that it is an enemy ship, he launches the missile;
otherwise, he continues to track the ship. Thus the output in Figure 2
is a result of both the consequences of the action and the operator's
state of subjective uncertainty as well as the particular decision rule
he chooses.

This example will be used throughout the paper to introduce the dif-
ferent stages of decision-making. It would be misleading to assume that
the example captures the difficulties inherent in real-world decision-
making. In particular, the complexities associated wiLh structuring the
decision situation are, for the most part, unexplored. This is because
little research has been done concerning how the operator structures his
decision environment (e.g., deciding what options are realistic, what
outcomes are possible...). Rather, the purpose of the example is to
illustrate the issues relating to abstract decision models with an easily
understood, concrete example.

6
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The four-stage model of decision-making (Figure 2) will be the
general framework for discussing features of various decision tasks
and for characterizing the operator's performance. The functions in
the boxes from Figure 2 can be interpreted in two ways. One, they can
be normative functions following well-defined mathematical rules to
optimize the expected outcome. Two, they can be descriptive functions
characterizing what the operator actually does. Both interpretations
are important in order to optimize performance in decision-making
situations when a human operator is involved.

Figure 2 itself is too simplified, since i:. describe.; a static
decision situation and most decisions are made in dynamic environments
(cf. Rapaport, 1975). However, it does describe the main components of
the decision-making process and seems to catch the essence of other
decision-making models (Nickerson and Feehrer, 1973) while serving as
a convenient framework for this report.

Probability estimation will be discussed first since this seems to
be a necessary first step in decision-making for uncertain situations.
Information selection will be discussed last since it involves concepts
which will be developed in discussing other stages of decision-making.

PROBABILITY ESTIMATION

OVERVIEW

Figure 3 illustrates the general framework of the probability esLi-
mation task. The operator must structure the problem by enumerating
possible real-world states that are referred to as hypotheses (11I ... Hk...Hn).
His task is to express his degree of uncertainty regarding each Hk, based
on its prior probability distribution (PO1k)) and its relationship to
incoming data (dl...dJ). The quantification of the operator's subjective
degree of uncertainty is his probability estimate.

For the example, the pilot would have two sources of information:
(1) his subjective uncertainty concerning the image on the screen, and
(2) a preflight intelligence briefing which indicated there was a 75%
probability of an enemy ship being in the area and a 20% probability that
a friendly destroyer might be in the area. The briefing also reported a
remote possibility that a friendly hospital ship strayed off course and
was in the area. The pilot's estimation task is to quantify the proba-
bilities for each of the possible hypotheses.

7
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NORMATIVE MODELS OF ODC

Ba es 'Theo remn

The traditional approach for investigating the operator's proba-
bility estimation characteristics was to compare his performance to
'ideal' mathematical models such as Bayes Theorem (Equation 1)
(Peterson and Beach, 1967)

P(0i k )  P(d Itlk )

S (lit) P(d !t i)

1=1

where

P(Hkidj) = probability of hypothesis k given datum j
(i.e., posterior probability)

P(Hk) = prior probability of hypothesis k

P(djIHk) = probability of sampling datum j given
hypothesis k is true

E (HI) P(d 1H1 ) = probability of the data summed over all the
i=l possible hypotheses (G P(I) = 1)

Most traditional research involves binomial data, and it is convenient

to compare the relative probability of two hypotheses (e.g., Hk and Hl)
as an odds ratio.

P ( H j jd j ) _ P ( H k )  P (d I k ) o r2j ( • (dl.,or (2)

P(H l Id) P(H1 ) P(d 'H I

E2 LK
k-l 0

9
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where

= posterior odds of hypotheses k to I

k-i

prior odds
0

LK = likelihood ratio

Equation 3 shows the multiplicative effect of sampling n samples of
conditionally independent data

n

k-I o I

The revision of probability estimates as more data are sampled is
referred to as Bayesian updating.

If we posit that the pilot in our example is a Bayesian estimator,
his first task is to estimate his subjective probability of the partic-
ular image on his display, 8 iven the three hypotheses [e.g., P(djIHf)
= .80; P(djlHf) = .19; P(djTHh) = .011. At this point, the operator
may narrow his hypotheses to either a friendly or enemy ship, since the
hospital hypothesis seems extremely unlikely. The Bayesian operator
combines these estimates with the intelligence information [P(Hf) = .75;
P(He) = .20] in order to compute the odds of the ship being enemy
using Equation 2.

= .20 .80 = 1.12

e-f .75 .19

Two points should be made concerning the above computation. (1) The
operator state of uncertainty is high and thus his decision must rest
mostly on the expected consequences of his actions. (2) His prior odds
and likelihood information seem to cancel each other out. The latter
point is important, since evidence will be introduced later which suggests
that the operator tends to ignore the implications of prior odds.

At first glance, it seems a bit silly to argue that the operator
uses Bayes theorem in a combat environment. However, this does serve
as a useful first approximation model of the operator's probability
estimation performance. By comparing the Bayesian estimate to the
operator's actual estimate, it should be possible to see how well this
model predicts operator performance. The initial research in this area

10
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concluded that the operator was a good, if imperfect, "Bayesian" estimator
(Peterson and Beach, 1967). It seemed as if the operator was estimating
using something very like Bayes theorem, but due to his processing
limitations was underestimating probability.

In order to understand this research, a sort of "generic" experimental
paradigm is discussed next. Most of the research reviewed in this section
(on normative models) used experimental paradigms very similar to the
example to be presented, and one of the limitations to the research is the
possible "artificiality" of these paradigms. The example will also help
to illustrate the mechanics of the Bayesian updating task since the norma-
tive solution is Equation 3.

There are two urns (Hl and H2) from which the data (dj) can be
drawn. Urn 1 has 70% red balls (dr) and 30% blue balls (db); the data
proportions are the opposite for Urn 2. The experimenter chooses one
urn at random (prior probability - .5) and draws 12 balls, one at a
time, from the urn (replacing each ball before drawing another).

Given the fact that eight red balls and four blue balls were drawn,
the subjects must estimate the probability (or odds) that the balls
came from Urn 1. The subjects' estimated odds are almost always too
conservative (i.e., they tend to underestimate the odds) for this type
of task wherein the Bayesian solution (Equation 3) yields odds of 30 to 1
favoring hypothesis 1.

(.5) . (0.78 0.33) =O.74

1-2 (_.5) (0.74 0.38 0.3 30

Figure 4 shows a conservative operator's probability estimates
compared to the optimal solution and an excessive operator. The con-
servative operator underestimates the impact of data, whereas the
excessive operator overvalues their impact. Notice that the more
extreme the actual probabilities (abscissa), the more hypothetical
operators deviate from the normative model. In general, it was found
that the more diagnostic the data (i.e., the degree to which the data
imply a particular hypothesis) the more subjects deviated from the
Bayesian model (Peterson and Beach, 1967; Slovic and Lichenstein, 1971).

The almost universal finding of conservatism when using paradigms
similar to our example was taken as evidence that the normative approach
is fruitful. The operator apparently used some Bayesian method to
update his probability estimates, but underestimated their magnitude.
A correction for the slope values in Figure 4 should result in a con-
servative operator computing optimal solutions. Most of the normative
research attempted to find the reason for suboptimal performance.

11
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FIGURE 4. Hypothetical Characteristics of Operator in
Bayesian Updating Task.
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ENpi rcal Results

The two main hypotheses for suboptimal performance were misper-
ception and misaggregation. Misperception refers to the tendency of
the operator to misperceive the properties of the underlying probability
distribution. Peterson, Ducharme and Edwards (1968) found that subjects
generated probability distributions that were too flat. If the proba-
bility estimates from these flat distributions were used with Equation 3,
their subjects' likelihood ratios could be predicted.

Misaggregation refers to the inability of the operator to aggregate
probability estimates optimally over a number of updating trials as
implied by Equation 3. Ducharme and Peterson (1968) found that subjects'
estimates of P(djIltk) for a single trial were nearly optimal but they
could not properly aggregate the estimates over a number of trials.
Apparently operators both misaggregate and misperceive the import of
data in the updating task (Peterson and Beach, 1967; Slovic and
Lichtenstein, 1971).

Besides misperceiving and misaggregating, the operator has other
suboptimal estimation characteristics. Operators have a bias against
giving extreme probability responses (Ducharme, 1970). Also, equal
likelihood ratios (LK) are not interpreted as equal (e.g., 0.50/0.25 0
0.04/0.02; Beach, 1968).

Furthermore, fallacious dependencies are seen to exist among
independent events which cause operators to underestimate aggregated
probabilities (Brickman and Pierce, 1972; Kahneman and Tversky, 1972).
For example, Brickman and Pierce (1972) told their subjects the P(dj1h1k)
for a single trial in an experiment similar to the Urn example. The
subjects were told the color of balls drawn from Urn k for the past n
trials and told to estimate the probability of a particular color ball
being drawn on trial n + I. If subjects were told that the preceding
four balls were the same color, they underestimated P(djIlk) on trial
five, because they assumed that drawing five balls of the same color
was extremely unlikely. This tendency is well known in betting as
"gambler's fallacy" (Lee, 1971).

Winkler and Murphy (1973) suggest that conservatism may be an
artifact of the experimental paradigms used. These paradigms are
highly artificial, whereas data in the real world are noisy and redun-
dant (i.e., not independent), making it naturally nondiagnostic. If
subjects treated data (non-noisy and independent) in these experiments
like real-world data, they would be labeled conservative.

13
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The manner in which probability estimates are made influences tie
subject's degree of conservatism. Stated probability estimates wtere
more conservative than were probabilities inferred from overt acts
(Godden, 197b). Since subjective probabilities technically are
measured in terms of overt acts (such as betting, explicit preferences,
etc.) the suboptimal characteristics may be partially an artifact of
response mode (deFinetti, 1970).

Thus, there seems to be some doubt as to whother conservatism is
the result of ODC or simply of the artificial paradigms used. Recent
research, using both real-world data and different research paradigms,
has found that operators tend to be excessive in as many situations as
those in which they tend to be conservative (Fischhoff, Siovic, and
Lichtenstein, 1977; Lichtenstein, Fischhoff, and Phillips, 1977; Pit;!,
1975; Schaeffer, 1977; Slovic, 1972; Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtetistcin,
1977). These later findings undermine the whole concept of the human
operator being a suboptimal Baytsian performer. To quote Kahoeman and
'I'versky (1972), the operator, "in hi ; evaluation of evidence, is apparently
not a conservative Bayesian; he is not Bayesian at all."

There has been a general shift in approach sincc 1972 from modeling
the operator as Bayesian to attempting to find appropriate descriptivc
models for the ODC (Slovtc, Ftschhuff, a d Lichtenstein, 1977).

DESCRIPTIVF MODELS OF ODC

Operator Bias and Heuristic Techniques

Most descriptive models imply that the human operator uses heuristic
(i.e., simplifying) assumptions to generate probability estimates. A
heuristic is a rule that simplifies computation, but does not always
result in the correct conclusion. It may replace formal models (such
as Equations 1, 2, and 3) and lead to predictable errors (biases).
Different heuristics are used for different tasks. Tvcrsky and
Kahneman (1975) (also Kahneman and Tversky, 1972; Kahneman and Tverskv,
1973) have identified the foLlowing three heuristics:

I. Representativeness: The use of sallent properties of the
parent population such as proportions, modal responses, etc., to predict
sample outcomes. This heuristic Involves the followiing biases:
ignoring the implications of prior odds, sample size, randomness, and
unreliability, and overweighttng other features of the hypothetical
population. This type of heuristic Is almost determInistic. Sorie
examples are the belief that long-haired students are radical, and
that good law students necessarily become successful lawyers. Observed
proportions with a small sample size are held to be as valid as same
proportions with larger sample size.

14
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2. Availability: The generation of frequency distributions by

recalling examples of the relevant events. This heuristic involves
biases associated with memory search. For example, vivid possibilities
are judged more probable than less vivid ones.

3. Adjustment and Anchorinj: A point in the distribution is used
as a start and the distribution is adjusted to this anchor. Bias for
this heuristic is related to the context of the available information.
If subjects are given extreme information, their distribution will
be adjusted to this information differently than if they are given
median characteristics of the distribution. For example, subjects
will construct different city population distributions if they are
told that 95% of the cities in Brazil have a population under 25,000
than if they are told that the median city in Brazil has 5,000 people.

Slovic (1972) found that a subject's probability estimates depend
on such factors as response compatibility and concreteness of the
stimulus situation. The basic import of heuristic models is that the
operator's strategy is more holistic than analytical. The operator
will attempt to use any available information to improvise a simple
strategy in order to make estimates.

A good example comes from research done by Marks and Clarkson
(1972, 1973). For the Urn example given in the previous section, it

can be shown that, since P(dRI1Il) = 1 - P(dRIlI2), Equation 3 can be
rewritten as:

= LKr - b  (4)
1-k o

where

r - number of red balls

b - number of blue balls

Although it simplifies computation, this relationship is not obvious.
It implies that the posterior odds would be the same for samples of
four red and one blue ball as for 54 red and 51 blue balls. This
apparently is counter-intuitive, because performance of subjects in
Harks and Clarkson's experiments (1972, 1973) was best predicted by
Equation 5.

1-k 
b
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The operator is al1so infitluenced by knowing tlt' ot. come wheni lit.
asse'sses what his prior probabililtles would have been. Tis is a tai i-I
general phenomenon in luenceing both1 the operator's probability es Liniates
and his memory of these estimates (1'ischhoff, 1975, 1977). This "knew
it all along" attitude causes the operator to %inderestimat its previous
uncertainty once the true state of the world is revealed to him.
Furthermore, the operator tends to he excess ively' contfident contc erin ig
his knowledge of the world. Pitz ([.975) found tits subjects' conti deuce
limits far too narrow when Judging the populationS of di fferen t o.
Fischhoff, Slovic and Lichtenstein (1977), using general knowledge
questions, found their subjects' odds est imates to be eXtremely excess ive.
Lichtenstein and Fischhoff (1977) found thei r subjects were only mode r-
ately overconfident, but degree of overconfidence was not signi ficant l\
decreased by comparing expert and li-expert. subjects.

Shanteau (1972) using ''funic .lenal 1Measurlellenit ' Lt 'hniiques foundllk
evidence that is subjects8 were usting an add itivye averaging rule and
not th~e multiplicative Bayes Ian rule when updatinug their probabili ty
est imates. EilIs, Seaver and Edwards (1977) found that. allowinig Ohe
subjects to update using a logaithmic reszponse scale caused thei r
subjects estimation performance LO imlprove. Since hiayes ian updmting i:
additive on a logarithmic scale, this futrther suggests that some tion-

optimal additive averaging rule max' be used as- at heuristic for thet
updating task.

The research, taken together, belles theluet' U INS nes otilt' n h
operator is a Bayesian probability estizmator. Rather, O11( scorns to ho,
task-spec ific. *if the operator is askedl to Cons truc t colnt idon'ce lI its
on information about which lie knows little, tilt limits will be 0oxcessi ye
(Fischhloff , S Lovic, and lichtenstein , 1977; Lichtens tevl n, Iiis-chhoft , anld
Phillips, 1977; P1 tz, 1975) . Hloweve r, for tasks in which hto tis t update,
probability information, the operator will usual ly be -oniservative
(Peterson and Beach, 1967) . The tasks revieowed so far involved either
updat ing odds ats new info rmat ion is reeived or estimating thet p rob abi litv
of an event on the basis of what thet operm or knows.* The next sect i ns
Involve more complex tasks and the finial sect ion reviews what we know
about operator performance in real-world tasks.

17
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COMPLEX ESTIMATION TASKS

Multistage Decisions

Multistage inferences involve data states that are removed from the
hypotheses by one or more stages. The operator knows the relationship
of a data set (dl...dj...dn) to the hypothesis set (i.e., P(djlHk) is
known). The operator also knows the relationship of a second data
source (rl...rg...rn) to the data set [e.g., if barometer 1 indicates
30 (rl), the probability that the atmospheric pressure is actually 30
is 0.97 (i.e., P(dllrl)]. The operator's task is to infer the posterior
odds of Hk, if he is given ri. The optimal solution is given by Equation 6.

= P(riHk) P(djlHk)

12 k i k f2(6)k-I P(rIH I ) P(d i HI1
) 0

where P(ri) and P(djlHk) are conditionally independent (Schwm and
Pfeiffer, 1973).

Some examples of multistage inference problems are: attempting
to compute the probability of real-world states (H...Hk...Hn) if
sensor reports (ri...ri...rn) are unreliable indicators of data states
(dl...dj...dn), reports from spies with differing credibilities, or a
composite probability from witnesses who saw a crime.

Equation 7 is useful for multistage inference concerning two possible
data states if only a general indication of the reliability (W) of the
data source is known (Snapper and Fryback, 1971).

= P(dj IHk) + PJ • (7)

k-l P(d jH 1 ) + P 0

-l-W

where p 1-W and is undefined when W = .5.

18
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Since neither equation is particularly intuitive, it is not
surprising that subjects use heuristics in this task (Gettys, Kelly,
and Peterson, 1973; Johnson et al, 1973; Snapper and Fryback, 1971).
The "as-if" heuristic involves ignoring the probabilities of the initial
data source (ri) after choosing the most probable source. For example,
a spy reports that enemy ships are leaving the port; this datum would
be used to assess the probability of attack. The probability that the
enemy ships did not leave port (i.e., spy is lying) is not considered.
The operator acts "as-if" the report is perfectly reliable. This,
of course, makes the estimates excessive.

For the "best guess" heuristic (Equation 8), the operator considers
only the most probable report and weights the posterior odds with the
reliability of this report (Wi).

= W. LK (8)k-I i o

Equation 8 seems to predict operator performance best for a variety of
multistage scenarios (Gettys, Kelly, and Peterson, 1973; Johnson et al,
1973; Snapper and Fryback, 1971).

There is evidence that the operator treats nonstationary probability
situations like a multistage inference task. In nonstationary situations,
the probability of a datum, given an hypothesis, is variable. For
example, the probability that enemy ships leaving port implies an attack
can change with a change in political climate. Operators apparently can
use information that the underlying probability distribution is subject
to change in the same manner as they use other multistage information
(Chinnis and Peterson, 1968; 1970).
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Conditional Non-Independence

Equation 3 implies that the data being sampled are conditionally
independent, i.e., P(dl, d2Hk) - P(dllHk) P(d2IHk). In the real world,
some data are redundant [P(d I n d2) > PdI Pd2], and some are particularly
informative [P(dl r) d2 ) < Pd1 Pd2].

Lichtenstein (1972) found Equation 3 to be a robust predictor of
disease type even when the data had considerable conditional non-
independence. Since the type of non-independence was not discussed in
detail, it is difficult to generalize these results to other situations.

Edwards (Beach, 1975; Domas and Peterson, 1972) suggests using a
decision-aiding system he named PIP: the operator makes estimates of
P(djlHk) and computers update these estimates using Equation 3. In
general, this improves the efficiency of the updating task (Domas and
Peterson, 1972; Schaefer, 1972). However, when the data presented to
their subjects were redundant, Domas and Peterson (1972) found that PIP
was less accurate than the posterior odds aggregated by their subjects.
This supports the contention (Winkler and Murphy, 1973) that conservatism
for the updating task may reflect the operator's experience with real-
world data which are often redundant. There is evidence that the oper-
ators do take redundancy Into account as well as make allowances for data
which they feel are particularly informative (Wyer, 1970). However,
considering the numbet of biases subjects show in the updating task, it
seems unlikely that their estimates are more realistic than Bayesian
ones. More information is needed on exactly how operators aggregate
non-independent data. It seems probable that they use a simple heuristic
rather than attempt to compute the often complex dependencies that can
exist among data sources.

A simple optimal solution is given by Zlotnick (1968). He suggests
combining different data sources into bundles which are themselves
conditionally independent. Then, the operator (or a computer) can
aggregate over bundles using Equation 3.

Probabilistic Model Generation

In many complex situations, the operator can use incoming data to
predict the general trend of future events by constructing a model of
his environment. The question addressed in this section is how well the
operator can generate predictive models if the data are related to the
general trend only probabilistically. The optimal strategy in such
cases would be the least-square solution used in regression analysis.

For a medical diagnosis task, subjects were able to learn both
linear and quadratic trends to a certain extent, but they did better at
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predicting linear trends (Brehm-r and Qvarstr ;m, 1t)7). Not surprisingly,
the less variability in the incoming data, the better subjects were able
to predict trends (Brehmer, Kuvlensierna, and J ergren, 1974). H1owever,
they were very poor at learning quadratic trends. They were even worse
at using the trends they learned when they had to predict the correct
solution. Again, quadratic trends were even more difficult to predict
than were linear trends.

rhe reason for the latter results are related to some findings by
Hammond (1972). There are two stages to conceptual development: acquisi-
tion of the concept, and cognitive control or output. For example, one
might understand that a series of numbers increases quadratically and

still do a poor job in generating the sequence. Hammond was able to
demnonstrate that cognitive control was more difficult than concept
acquisition for a number of task situations. Also, Hammond, Stewart,
Brehmer, and Steinmann (1975) found that subjects with the same basic
cognitive model were in conflict because of their lack of output control.

Brehmer (1974) gives evidence which indicates that the operator
uses a linear trend model as a first hypothesis. Only after negative
results does the operator begin to entertain non-linear relationships
to predict future trends. If a subject is trained to recognize non-
linear trends, he is able to switch to linear situations rapidly.
However, the reverse is not true. (Hammond et al, 1975.) This suggests
that the operator normally entertains a very simplified model of the
world. This model may be functional, simply b cause simple linear trends
do a good job of predicting many types of complex trends, if there is
a monotonic relationship among the predictor and criterion variables
(i.e., X and Y).

There are a number of biases reported for probabilistic learning
situations (Lee, 1971). The most prevalent is gambler's fallacy which
has been reported previously. Another common bias is referred to as
"probability matching." This bias involves events Jol.ei...en]
occurring with specified probabilities l-p...pi...Pnl. In the typical
experimental paradigm, subjects must guess the next e i for each trial
for a large number of independent trials (they are usually told the
correct e i after each trial). The optimal strategy is to guess the
single event with the largest probability for every trial. However,
subjects usually guess every e i with the same approximate relative
frequency as its relative probability (i.e., match frequency of guessing
el to pi ) .

Host of the research reviewed indicates that the ability of the
operator to predict future events based on uncertain cues is poor.
However, Hammond et al (1975) reviewed research in which the subjects
were quite good at making these types of predictions. This suggests
that more research is necessary to find what task parameters are
important determinants of the operator's ability to predict future trends.
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REAL-WORLD TASKS

The purpose of the previous three sections was to characterize the
operator in Lomplex tasks which have some real-world validity. This
section will report operator performance characteristics observed in
actual real-world (non-laboratory) tasks.

Scoring Rules and Calibration

An important prerequisite for surveying real-world performance is
to have some quantitative criteria for judging estimators. Two general
approaches have been used to assess probability estimators.

1. Proper scoring rules are computational procedures which yield
the maximum value to estimates that match observed frequency distribu-
tions. Linear payoff schemes (reward linearly related to number of
correct outcomes) are not proper scoring rules. In this case, the
operator can maximize his score by assigning 1.0 to the most probable
category (Murphy and Winkler, 1971). Scoring rules using logarithmic,
quadratic, and spherical functions have been shown to be proper (Murphy
and Winkler, 1970). Although all these rules yield maximal values when
predicted frequency matches observed frequency, some proper rules were
more sensitive to incorrect estimates than others (Murphy and Winkler,
1971; Brown and Shuford, 1973). In particular, Hoffman and Peterson
(1972) found a quadratic rule to have only minimal impact as feedback,
presumably because it was insensitive to estimates that were not
radically different from the correct estimate.

2. Another way to measure the operator's calibration (i.e., how
close his estimates are to observed estimates) is to plot observed
frequency of events against the operator's estimates (Lichtenstein,
Fischhoff, and Phillips, 1977). This has the advantage of showing the
direction as well as magnitude of operator errors (cf., Figure 2). As
a convention, in this report calibration will refer to plotted data and
scoring rules will be understood to refer to any of the proper scoring
rules.

Operator Performance

Winkler and Murphy (1973) point out that probability estimation
skill in the real world involves (I) substantive understanding of the
events being predicted, and (2) normative understanding of the under-
lying probability structure. In other words, the estimator must know
the dynamics of the real-world situation before he can relate them to
a probability structure.
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Weather forecasters must combine information of frequency trends
with detailed knowledge of meteorological phenomena in order to predict
probabilities. In general, they seem to do a good job (Lichtenstein,
Fischhoff, and Phillips, 1977; Winkler and Murphy, 1973). In one
experiment, their scoring rule values were often better than that of
a Bayesian solution, because they understood some of the dependencies
among the data whereas the Bayesian solution wrongly assumed conditional
independence (Equation 3). Some forecasters seemed to "hedge" their
results. Hedging involves using subjective scoring criteria (improper
ones) which weight some mistakes as more disastrous than others (e.g.,
a farmer who does net prepare for frost is worse off than one who
prepared for frost which did not happen) (Murphy and Winkler, 1971).

Forecasters were both accurate and consistent when they constructed
credible intervals of maximum and minimum temperatures (i.e., the maximum
would fall between xI and x2 50% of the time). However, when they were
told the interval and told to assess the probability, their estimates
were excessive. In another experiment, they assessed area probabilities
(e.g., probability of rain in San Francisco) and point probabilities
(e.g., probability it will rain at station M within San Francisco).
Their results indicated some statistical oddities. In some cases, point
probabilities were larger than area probabilities [P(A U B) < P(B)J. Also,
some forecasters use different definitions of events, making it difficult
to interpret probability estimates because their meanings are variable

(Murphy and Winkler, 1975).

PEATMOS is a computer aid which aggregates information and makes
probability estimates for weather forecasting. Murphy and Winkler
(1975) found that forecasters were not influenced by knowing the
prediction made by this computer aid. Neither PEATMOS nor the fore-
casters showed a clear edge in estimation performance.

Forecasting is an ideal estimation situation since forecasters are
not under great time pressure and they are professionals whose daily job
involves probability estimation. Thus, they are not as likely as other
estimators to resort to heuristics. However, even their performance
shows some evidence of statistical biases.

Lichtenstein, Fischhoff, and Phillips (1977) surveyed human perform-
ance in a variety of different tasks and realistic situations, and con-
cluded that the human operator was poorly calibrated. The operator was
more likely to be excessive than conservative, but he showed both types
of errors.

The human operator performs relatively well at tasks that involve
"configural judgments" (Anderson, 1972). The operator is apparently
able to see a pattern underlying a profusion of interrelated cues
Medical diagnosis involves these types of judgments. However, generally
computers are no worse than doctors at diagnosing diseases (Beach, 1975).
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Stall von lolstein (1972) examined stock market predictions by
stockbrokers, bankers, Htat ist hI Laits, rtc., and found them to he
overconfidefnt (excessive) in their estimation. In fat.t , only 3 of lieu
72 subjects did better than would be expe cted by predictions based so loly
on the past frequency counts of the events being assHssed. Iowever, ti t.
consensus opinion (i.e., the weighted average of tilL' best sub)ect's
predict ions) did do bet ir than prcdictions based on past frequency counts.

I i a. s I mu I at ed nil I t ary co mma tnd s it uat io t, cmp tottt r- aggre gat ed
P(d 1 1lk) valIs were superior to operator aggregation. lit-re again, tle
thoroughly trained operator did r, lativoly wtell compared to Lhe c:omputor.
It was only When the incoming data were degraded that computer aggrega-
t ion was clearly superior to the human opterator (Schlum , Goldstein, and
SOut hard, L966).

lit stnmiary, i1 some conlpleox situnat ions where tine constraliLs are
minilmal and ite operator has suibstantial knowledge of i the area, hils
esti mations can be charactoriz'.d as fair to good (Beach, 1975; Winkltor
aLId Murphy, 1971). There a.1so are a number of realistic tasks and
Loncom itiant situnat ions (tilie constraint s t, ress, tL t.) in which ti th
operator can be character izeL'd as all'|lost a "non-estimator," i.e., Ills
estimates not only ar. poorly calibrated, but also do not follow
normative prescript ions (Kahineman and I rversky, 1972a,b; li tenstein,
FischhofC, and Slovic, L977).

HLI' IN ES1'IIAT ING: AIDING AND ''ILAING

Over twent y years ago, Sinmon in troduced h li concept of bounded
raLt toni it y. Ma ty formllsa de'isin lomode Is assume i rt ironal
decision-maker with unlimited processing capabilities. Simon arguted
that those modlis were ti te vlistILc', since cons tra its oil human comptl-
tat lonal, processr lng, and nemory ab II it los made human decis ions
tnt'tmpa iibl Ii'wi norMat i ye predict ions . HowLever , if t .hose constI.ra ints
were understood and corrected for, thlen normati.vt, models could predict
human perfornmance. In other words, the htman operator is rationalI
within the bounds of these const ra:nLts.

lit terms of the biases which the operator L'viiii'0s In probability
estimations, Lltre art' two possible ways to 111iprove operator perform-
ance: (1) the optrator can be irainLd, and (2) the opcrator can be
a ided.

Scha f f r (19 70) assessed tL' vs timated probabilIty di s t r I butions
t f subj cts who haLl Jus t f in ished1 a course, Ii vl cinenta ry statist ics
it the university lovel. Thew subjects wer given feedback aftor eiach
sHss ion and p rosutm ib Illlderstood Li.li t echlical iss ties Invotlved.
HIowever, training only improved their probability distribution
e-stimat ions to t marginal extent . Also, tht, subjects' likelihood
estimates (for EI.quatiton 2) became worse during training and their
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posterior odds estimates remained at Lte saime, rather poor level of
performance. it seems that feedback which informed Lte- subject that
tits distributions were excessive caused him to be Lto conservative
in is.- likelihood estimates. The effect of feedback seems to be
complex, making Lte estimationi training of operators a difficult task.

However, Lichtenstein and Fiscithoff (1978) trained subjectS usitlug
a variety of feedback indexes includingi scorinig rules, liii rate, and
personal interviews, and found substantial improvement lin their
subjects' calibration. Sinice almost all the effect took place between
the first and second session, this Suggests thaL even a minfimal amloutt
of training can be helpful for at least some estimation tasks.

On the other hand, Some of Lte biases seem particularly resistat
to training (Fischhoff, 1975, 1977; Lyon and Slovic, 1976; Tversky and
Kahneman, 1977) and in these cases aidinig the operator is necessary.
One of the first aids developed was Lte PIP aid mentioned Previously.
Th~is aid computes posterior odds by aggregating likelihoods estimated
by the operator. When there is it reasonable amountt of Iidependene
among the estimations, this aid improves Performance (Beach, 1975;
Donias and Peterson, t972; Schaffer, 1976). Although this aid extends
the computational abilities of the operator, it leaves most of' is
biases uncorrected.

Recent ly, Slovic (19i78) has reviewed a niumber of aiding technilques
and general procedures for correct inig bi ases. Kahutemati anid Tversky
( i978a) mnt roduced specI f ic mathemat ical futict toils ini order tO correct
a number of the biases they discovered Lin their earlier papers. Sinice
these funct ion-; need few parametric inputs, they eouldI be computerized
and used as tact ical aids (for sit uat ions where laIMnd tate decisions are
unnecessary) . Moe complex vorrec tLye functlins have been sugges ted
by Lindltey, '1ve rsky and Browni (1.071I) . These funictions .are correct ive
procedures for Probability d ist ributls tic ited f rom the operaitor
which depart from Probability axioms (e.g. , probabtiity ot all possiblte
events do not sum to one) .

The three studieos cited above represena t acenit Ium f rom least to
most sophist icated aiding Procedures: (1i) mostly Insight (Siovic, 1973),
(2) simple correct ive funictions (Kahnemnin and Tversky , 1478a) , (3) complex
functions (L~indley, rversky and Browni, 1977) . The usefulniess of these
procedures depends on both Lte particular situationi and the training4
level of the operator. One past problem with decisioni aids is that oper-
ators, particularly those lin Ieadershlp Posit ions, are niot apt to use them
if they do not understand the output from the aid (Sti atko. 19~7 7) . rhus
simply understanding the biases (i .e., *inisght) is Lte niecessary fiIrst
step. Next, spec if ic corrective procedures can be explIai ned to the
operator. If the operator undevrst ands the necessity and the mechaices
of these procedures, they are more apt to use a preprograiiined aid which
does the actual computationi. Compilex procedIures such as those suggested
by Lindley et al (19)77) are probably more useful in situations where
professional decision analy.Sts Art, Involved lin the decisioni-makinig chaini.
Aiding and training are' complementary processes, s inie the use~futless of
an aid Is some function oif how wellI it relates to thle traiintg level of
the operator.
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Tahic I is all attemit. titO ut ille tile OD1W int t-Ma kit VAritikI tYpies
%If dectat on tasks operators pot fIorm whett miaking probab ility est iMates.
Tilt f irst two coltumns dencr the tile characteri1st ics of tile piarad igms
used to study these tasks. Co1ll 3 states tile uinderlying model the
operator s~houild uise for optimnal. Holt uttis. Columns 4-7 characteriz~e
thle operator's performance for theme t asks. The most importat soutrces
f or this charActer tzat ion Are giveni In Columnn 8.

"Event probab iiliti est imationti (inexperienced)" ref ers to thle
operatoro'ma li11t t' to est hnAte 01.1.t101 probability d 1st ribukt ionis or odds.
t hit partic ul ar evenitSw Will occur. It dirt'is f rom tile updatinug t ask
hec-allse thle operatort may have titt It, kitowledge ot efither tile prohab it \
4trucituire ot thle evets or tile data Which signal thet events' occurIIrellce
This task more clometv approximates operator PerfOrmance- In situat ions
t it whiich he s imp I" does niot kitow thle Importanit parameters of thle s ittla-
t ion anid Yet must est tmaite thlt I'rolahti lity of all eventL occurtring. Fo r
examlle, hit might have to est imate. thle probab 1. Iit v t hat rote A is
Hater thati route B1 thle I irmt t int o i ts inI a host lie voneo when there
has heeni I It t I e advanevfi Ie I igenck

(In t lie t 01e hothand . ''evet ivobhab fi it Ivg esimatiton (expert )"re er's
to sit usit otis who to the operator tiitderstilatids ht i tilie untder I ving dynamic s
oit thle mit ta t ton Iitu I s sotsewliat IIti lir w ithI thle p robah I I it v q ructur.
Thle opet-At o- i s Assuimed to bel Anl expelt aIt combiig v (deuice With past

frqunc ountis. The I t ine, stress s mm; f1isi iia. it ifffers from Lite
tipdating tank biecause tilie 'Acettar o Is m1ote rea list ic auld thle opera tot-
Is wellI ti-a iii, thuts underst andilug thle ploss l le depenidencies Which catl
exi st amonig realI world dat a. "Event prvobiablittv est iminons (expert) "

are more likely to lie, made durilng ml ,slot platitig thatn nitsii
exectiIonl. Ohv iouksiv thet two t vils oft i'V'nt. prohabflittv est imat fois
represenit two ext remes oni I conit inuim rathier thani two discrete tasks.
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WORTH ASSESSMENT

OVERVIEW

Besides assessing the probability of an event's occurrence, the
operator must assess the worth of particular outcomes. This assessment
should be independent of probability estimation. The first step in the
assessment process is to generate a list of possible outcomes. Outcomes

11... j ...On) are results of actions and are characterized by an u
dimensional vector (all...alk...aln with each dimension representing
a facet of the outcomets worth (Figure 5).

ACTIONS POSSIBLE RESULTS OUTCOMES

ACTION 1 -- -01-- - "|1 ... Olk,..i 1

ACTION . ----------------.----

ACTION I- -- - 0" -(&0 ... lik'

ACTION M- - - - *m 
• mIt1 *mk.' mn) t

FIGURE 5. Structure of the Worth
Assessment Task.

Formally, worth assessment is the evaluation of each outcome based
on one or more dimensions of worth. The worth assessment process
involves different scaling techniques which imply different measurement
models. Worth assessment might be a complex, time-consuming process or
a "snap Judgment." The purpose of this section is to examine the formal
properties of the process and to characterize operator performance.

The underlying assumption for all worth assessment is that the
operator has a particular preference structure and a value for each
outcome can be generated to represent it. Generating a value is far
from trivial.

The pilot, in our example, must assess the consequences associated
with sinking (or not sinking) the ship. Obviously, it is not an easy
task. He must know what dimensions to consider and the ramifications
of each outcome for these dimensions. These ramifications may have
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complex second- or third-order reverberations (Slovic, 1979), so the
pilot's evaluations may tend to be vague. Table 2 represents an example
of possible dimensions and their evaluations for each outcome. However,
as presently scaled these assessments are too ill-defined to base deci-
sions on. Rather, they raise a number of questions. First of all, how
valid are these values? What is moderate compared to high danger? Is
there a trade-off between danger and military advantage?

TABLE 2. Worth Values for Sinking or Not Sinking
Ship Imaged on Display.

Outcomes
Worth dimensions Enemy ship Friendly ship

Sink Not sink Sink Not sink

A. Danger level to pilot High Moderate None None

B. General military situation Improved Same Worsen None

C. Damage cost to ship $1M 0 -$2M 0

D. Change in fuel level -30 gal 0 -30 gal 0

The formal procedures designed to answer these and related issues
are reviewed in this section. Generally, these procedures consist of
taking both the verbal and numerical values n Table 2 and converting
them to a common numerical scale which reflects their relative worth.
The actual value assigned to an outcome then depends on the measurement
model the worth assessor feels is appropriate to the situation. In
our particular situation, this process may soem too time-consuming to
be of much value.

However, even in a time-constrained environment, the operator may
informally consider different dimensions of the worth assessment
situation and mentally make trade-offs among dimensions. Also, with
the increasingly sophisticated software capabilitiem in attack aircraft,
the actual worth functions could be programmed before the mission. The
pilot could then enter values such as those in Table 2 assessing the
immediate tactical situation and the computer could tabulate outcome
values using the predetermined functions the pilot has generated before
the mission. How valid such a procedure would be depends on issues
discussed in the next section.

The next section will be devoted to techniques for generating worth
functions. Then, measurement models these techniques are based on will
be discussed. Finally, the operator's worth assessment characteristics
will be examined.
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SCALING TECHNIQUES

Methods

Scaling is the process of assigning numbers-to items (Coombs, Dawes,
and Tversky, 1971). Kneppreth et al (1974) have prepared an extensive,
nontechnical guide to scaling of worth. A summary of their data is
shown in Table 3. Techniques for scaling are listed below to give some
of the flavor of what the worth assessment process consists of.

Ranking Method: In this method ranks are assigned to outcomes or
an indication is made as to which of two outcomes is preferred. This
gives ordinal scale information.

Equivalence Method: Outcomes are rated as fixed categories such
as good, very good, etc. This technique also gives only ordinal
information.

TABLE 3. Comparison of Worth Assessment Methods."

I echn I ques

Characteristics Ranking' E* Equiva'ence Direct Gamble Indi fference
methods group ign met hods methods method,

Probabilities No No No Yes No
required

Response required Preteoeni.e Indifference Qualitaive Indifference judgment, Indifference
udgments i d ;udq v',, uula ly. but ,ay be a d,, nt.M

preterence judgment

Number of factor Two One two/Three Three/four 1wo
levels considered

Continuous or Jis- Oirete only Di~crete only Either Either Continuous
crete factors

Output Relative worth Approximate nu- Numerical worth Numerical worth Ranking
,er tcal worth

Ease of use Very %imple Very simple Htj d to do tor Tedious Tedious
,SoW peep I C h

Training of deci- Almrost nne Almost none Moderate Etensive Little
sion maker

Reaction of docl- High accept- High accept- Often requires Sometimes trustratlnq Can be slow and
%ion makers ability ability %elling foi taking

accepttb Ii ty

Speed Very quick Very quick Moderate Slow Slow

Data processing Very little Very little Usually none Moderate Can be estensive

Unique worth No No Yes Yes Yes
assignment

Accuracy High, if only a High, it only a Ioderate Accuracy is a tunction Possible wide
(Consistency) few alternatives few alternatives of patience. range of indiffelonce

indifference, and under- area
standing of probabili-

ties and risk properties

Skill and exper- Little Little Moderate High High
lence required
of analyst

From Kneppreth et a1.. 1974.
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Direct Method: Thle levelS kit Lte dimensions are assigned numbers
or graphed by the assessor against worth values. These techniques give
interval information.

Gamble Method :Probabil it ies are varied betweenl two outcomes until
thle assessor is indifferent. Alternlately, worth levels tire varied
between two outcomes differing in probability until thle assessor is
indifferent. This technique gives interval informat.ion.

Indifference Methods: Indifference f unctions are graphed or
elicited between levels of two dimensions. This technique can give
interval information.

Keeney and Raiffa (1974) and Raiffa (1968) discuss gambling and
indifference methods which are more sophisticated than Lte methods
outlined by Kneppreth et al (1974). Thle main advantage to thle more
sohsiae withdsis he nhe used t eer ate orh conidsb
ophisected ethdisis hyrane used toe generatort untiordsb
Kneprthet al (L974). However, these methods are based on the same

MacCrimmton ( 1968) reviewed a numnber of methods that consider Lte
values in a mul tidimensional vector without exhauist ively considering
all d imens ions f-or each outcome. Trhese are, li-Ated below.

Lei~rpik- Dimensionis are ranked in imlportance. A subset of
outcomes With high valuies oil thet mo1st import ant dimension is chosenl.
Thi s subset is, further reduced by examining Lte neixt most import ant
dimension and so onlt unt il thet desired outcome is chosen.

;a t is f i c ttig: A subset. of divienisions' i; chlosenl anld, if these value's
lead to a c:Lear preference structure, thle out comes are. ordered. However,
if evaluat ion d ifi eronces among outcomes do not surpass a criteria I
level.* add it lonal worth d Mles ionS are, exam ined.

Maximin and M in fiax: Here Lttc fll -set oit d iwens ions are considered,
but only Lte worst level among Lte dimenisions is used to rank thle desira-
biLity of thle outcomes.

The relevance of these Sczl ing techniques t o operator performance,
depends oil (1) practicality. (2) formal valid ity, and (3) psychological

relevance.

Practicality and Scaling Techniques

one of the first prac tical problems facinug Lite operator is whe~ther
to decomepose anl outcome in to a mui d imens iona I worth vector . Ini manly
cases. *It May he too time-conisuming and complicated to ~c ceach
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dimension rather than simply assigning a value to each outcome. However,
in other cases, breaking down outcomes into their important dimensions
helps the operator structure the dynamics of the problem in his own mind.

A practical solution to this problem is demonstrated with a worth
assessment algorithm developed for group decision-making (Leal, Levin,
Aamon, and Weltman, 1978; Leal and Pearl, 1977). The algorithm allows
direct assessment of outcomes or decomposition, depending on tile situation.

Outcomes are directly evaluated by each judge. A computer sub-
routine examines the range of the values, performing a sensitivity
analysis. If the different judges' values lead to the same decision,
no further analysis is done. On the other hand, if the divergence of
opinion would lead to different decisions, each outcome is decomposed
into a multidimensional worth vector. The values of the dimension are
rated by each Judge and discussed. This decomposition allows the
decision-makers to identify and possibly mollify areas of discord. The
amount of scaling done by the decision-maker is not pre-set, but rather
it is the minimum necessary to arrive at a consensus. Sensitivity
analysis is also possible for individual worth assessments, if the
assessor gives ranges of worth and not a single value for each outcome.

MacCrimmon (1968) suggests combining a number of scaling techniques
in order to simplify complex assessment problems. For example, a com-
bination of lexicographic ordering and a minimax criterion could be used
to eliminate obviously poor choices. The A-7E pilot might wish to consider
20 potential targets. He can choose the most important dimension (e.g..
his safety) and attempt to minimize the maximum loss by eliminating any
targets that have a good chance of shooting him down. For the remaining
subset of targets, he can consider other important dimensions before
making decisions. The important point is that these worth assessmt'nt
techniques are not mutually exclusive: tile best technique for a partic-
ular situation depends on the parameters of the situation and the ingenuity
of the assessor.

Validity of Scaling Techniques

The validity of the scaling technique depends on (1) how the numbers
were generated and (2) the reasonableness of the underlying measurement
model. Considering the two-ship problem again should help in understanding
these two concepts. It will be assumed that dimensions are additive.
The assessment would consist of decomposing outcomes into a worth matrix
(such as Table 2) and using one of the scaling methods to assign weights
to various dimensions and numbers to various levels. Equation 9 could
then be used to compute tile worth of the Kth outcome (e.g., sinking
ship B).
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W K b E i Dtij (9)

where

WK - value of the Kth outcome

b i - weighting constant for dimension i

Dij - value for the jth level of dimension i pertinent to the Kth
outcome.

The validity of tile worth assessment process depends both on the
numbers generated and on the appropriateness of Equation 9. The first
criterion (number generation) is a function of how well tile numbers
represent the operator's value system. Ranking both the dimensions
and their weights results in losing interval information concerning the
relative importance of different dimensions. Direct scaling techniques
do not force the operator to make trade-offs. Tile assumption is that
the operator can generate a number which represents a valid approxima-
tion of the dimension's relative worth. Indifference and gambling
methods are more sophisticated. They generate interval information by
forcing the operator to make indifference judgments between worth vectors
by either changing values of dimensions or manipulating their respective
probabilities. Those methods more nearly capture the essence of an
additive model which is a trade-off function (Keeney and Raiffa, 197t;
Raiffa, 1968).

However, the advantage of using the more sophisticated methods may
be offset by their difficult and time-consuming nature. Tile choice ot
which technique to use depends on operator training level, time con-
straints, and desired precision, as well as on the theoretical validity
of the technique (Kneppreth et al, 1974).

Tile second criterion involves Equation 9, which is based on an
additive conjoint measurement model. The properties of the model must
be realistic in terms of the empirical worth assessment situation.
If the two-ship problem involved correlated dimensions or important
interactions, an additive model could distort the true preference
structure of the operator. The axiomatic basis of measurement models
and their behavioral consequences are discussed in the next section.

Ps.c hologic al Relevance

Tile ability of the operator to use these scaling methods and tile
processing load they impose on the operator determine their psychological
relevance.
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Simply ranking dimensions or outcomes involves less cognitive
loading than does weighting dimensions or making paired comparisons.
Such a simple strategy is justified for many decision problems, since
empirical and analytical evidence indicates that more complicated
methods often result in the same decisions (Eckenrode, 1965; McClelland,
1978).

There are a number of ways to generate numbers for direct scaling
techniques (Galanter, 1965; Kneppreth et al, 1974). One of the most
controversial is the ratio method. A low level is chosen arbitrarily,
and other levels are assigned numbers in proportion to their respective
values to the low level. Some active researchers favor using this
method (Edwards, 1978), whereas Kneppreth et al (1974) argue that it
is psychologically difficult for the operator to assess worth in this
manner. Therefore, any scaling technique considered should be viewed
with some caution. A technique should be chosen that is tailored to
the individual operator by being simple and psychologically unequivocal
to him.

A related concern is whether the very use of formal scaling models
distorts the decision situation. It is possible that the values elicited
during such a procedure are unstable and represent a conciliatory attempt
by the operator to cooperate in the scaling process. This is particularly
possible when the values are elicited from the operator by a decision
analyist. The analyist's efforts to simplify the decision situation
may result in structuring the problem in a manner that is totally un-
representative of the situation as seen by the operator. One way to
circumvent this is to have the operator generate an informal, intuitive
analysis of the decision situation before any formal analysis is done.
Then, if the operator's informal model differs from the formal scaling
solution, the operator can rethink the problem and attempt to reconcile

these discordant assessments. Using this strategy, the operator is not
driven by the rigid formalism of some of the scaling techniques, but is
able to use his own intuitive judgement in order to help guide the worth
assessment process. In general, any scaling procedure that passively
elicits values from the operator, runs the risk of dictating rather

than discovering an underlying preference structure. (Fischoff, 1978;
Fischoff, Slovic and Lichtenstein, in press.) Fischoff (in press)
has recently compared worth assessment methods to clinical methods in
psychology. The analogy is apt since, when both methods use insight and
flexibility, the results are usually very useful. However, when the
analyist is wedded to formal doctrine and inflexible models in either

discipline, the resulting analysis often does more harm than good.

One purpose of decomposing outcomes into worth vectors is to reduce
the operator's cognitive load. Assessing outcomes involves mentally
integrating information over a number of dimensions and levels. Decom-
position allows the operator to assess worth in smaller, more manageable
chunks (Fischer, 1975; Miller, 1956).
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MEAS UREMENT MODELS

Importance

Measurement procedures (such as Equation 9) imply that the numbers
being used have certain properties. The implicit properties underlying
the measurement procedures are its axioms (Krantz, Luce, Suppes, and
Tversky, 1971). A measurement model, then, is a collection of axioms
that allow specified numeric procedures to take place among events
defined by the model. Models are useful because they allow manipulation
and abstraction of real-world processes. Pearl (1977) points out that
worth assessment is related to specific neurological activities which
govern the operator's preference structure. Measurement models are
the framework in which these activities are assessed and assigned numbers.

The decision-making characteristics of the operator depend on how
well the particular worth assessment model he uses reflects his preference
structure. Part of the operator's task is circumscribed by the model's
axioms. If his performance is incompatible with some of the axioms,
then particular measurement procedures may be inappropriate.

Coombs, Dawes, and Tversky (1971) make the distinction between
"simple" and "existentiil" axioms. The former deal with the model's
specific assumptions, whereas the later involve conditions such as
"continuity" dealing with properties of number systems in general. The
present discussion will focus on "simple" axioms which have important
behaviorial consequences; all necessary axiots for a particular model
will not be discussed.

A thorough discussion of measurement models is beyond the scope of
this paper. The focus of this section will be on (1) ho, realistic the
assumptions of the model are in relation to operator performance and
(2) the usefulness of procedures based on the model for the worth
assessment tasks. For a complete discussion of the mathematical and
logical foundations of these models, the reader is referred to Coombs,
Dawes, and Tversky, 1971 and Krantz, Luce, Suppes, and Tversky, 1971.

Ordinal Preference Models

Ordinal preference models are the basis of scaling techniques that
measure the operator's preference structure on an ordinal scale.

The first axiom, A.1 (connectivity), indicates that an ordinal
number can be assigned to any two outcomes (x or y) indicating preference
or indifference (Luce and Suppes, 1965).

X y or yCX (A.1)
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This class of models also allows for the use of strict inequality
operators (>,<) where clear preference structures are evident. A second
axiom, A.2, requires that relations among outcomes be transitive.
Transitivity means that if x is preferred to y and y to z then x must
be preferred to z.

x > y and y > z then x > z (A.2)

Because of variability in human performance, A.1 and A.2 are certain
to be violated in many real-life tasks. Tversky (1969) suggests that a
weak stochastic transitivity condition, A.3, is the limiting factor for
determining whether the assessment process is based on an ordinal

preference model.

IA,y) > 1/2 and [x,z] > 1/2 then [x,z] > 1/2 (A.3)

where [x,y] means x is preferred to y.

Axiom A.3 indicates that, if the operator examined three outcomes
a large number of times, his orderings would be transitive more than
half the time. Most experimental results support models that are
based on at least weak stochastic transitivity (Luce and Suppes, 1965;
Tversky, 1969). However, for experiments with a large number of possible
outcomes, only about 25%, at tie most, of the relationships can be
intransitive. Thus these tests may be insensitive to some patterns of
intransitivity, because the patterns would show up in the data analysis
very rarely. Tversky (1969) examined situations where he suspected
intransitive relationships, and his results supported the hypothesis
that the human operator is intransitive under certain conditions.
Table 4 illustrates a condition similar to those in which Tversky
found the operator to be systematically intransitive.

TABLE 4. Possible Intransitive Relations Among
Ship-Destruct ion Preferences.

Worth dimensions
Ship Enemy ship Danger level

cost, $M to pilot

A 9 Low

B 10 Moderate

C 12 High
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The operator would choose to sink A rather than B, and B rather than
C, but C rather than A. The rationale of the operator is that cost is
the most important dimension, but that, unless the values in that dimen-
sion are at least $3M apart, the preference would be based on danger.
In such a case no rank ordering of the outcomes is possible; thus any
of the scaling techniques based on ordinal information are invalid.

Such an example is not contrived; there is other experimental
evidence to support the notion that values must be a certain critical
distance apart before clear preferences exist (Coombs, Dawes, and Tversky,
1971; Suppes and Walsh, 1959). Also, polling records show clear cases
of systematic and not just nonstochastic intransitivity (Lee, 1971).

This does not indicate that the operator is necessarily irrational,
only that worth assessment may involve heuristic rather than strictly
analytical processes. The operator with a linited processing capacity
may not be able to examine multidimensional worth vectors for each
outcome. Thus he may lexicographically search dimension by dimension,
eliminating outcomes with less than optimal values on important dimen-
sions. Tversky (1972 a, b) provides data to support such a model of
outcome preference, which he refers to as "Elimination by Aspect."
This method may not be ideal, since important information in the
multidimensional worth vector is ignored; however, it may be efficient
considering the operator's processing limitations.

Ordinal preference models are the simplest measurement models for
worth assessment. However, even for this relatively simple case,
operator performance is not always commensurate with ordinal models.
In certain circumstances (Luce and Suppes, 1965; Tversky, 1969),
heuristic assessment procedures might be employed by the operator which
violate transitivity assumptions. The main reason for this seems to be
the operator's processing iimitations rather than inherent irrationality.

Conjoint Measurement Models (Additive and Multiplicative)

Conjoint models are the basis of scaling techniques which measure
the joint effect of two or more dimensions on the worth of an outcome.
These models presuppose an ordinal model, but involve additional assump-
tions resulting in interval information concerning worth. Decomposition
of an outcome into different additive dimensions is based on an additive
conjoint model. The following two definitions represent the simplest
additive model having two dimensions x and y, each having three levels:
a, b, c and d, e, f, respectively (Coombs, Dawes, and Tversky, 1971).
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O(ad) - h(a) + q(d) (D-I) 1)

0(ad) Z O(be) if M(ad) -' M(be) (13-2)

where

(xiyj) - vector containing the ith levels of x and y

b,h,q - functions defined on x and y

M(xtyi) - measured worth of (xiyi)

The first definition states that a vector is decomposable into two
additive functions representlng levels of its important dimensions. Tile
second definition indicates that the decomposable function has the same
ordinal properties as the measured effect of Lite nondecomposed worth
vector.

Table 5 Illust rates these two deliittions. The levels (a, b, c
and a, e, f) of the two dimnlsOtis (x - shi p cost ; y - danger to pilot)
are assigned itumbers ref lect Ing thltI r reit lve worthii. These values are
listed as margitlal scale rates In the table, whereas the cell values
refLect their measured joltlt effect. ' lht,se definitions are SatListiled
if (1) the cell wailies are some additive functton of the sca led values
of cost (x) and dalngi'r (y), and (2) the valuc assigned au outcome Is
commensurate with tlit, operator rankings of these outcOmes. These d, in i-
t ions impily two t yp,. o Illdependetlce.

The first type of Iudepedt,e tce requires thti tht marginal scale
values unlqltely dt erminel till- Ileasured con.o II toffect. 'I'll 1 Me.tans
tOat the dtmensiOnls do not 1111 ve an1 tnt eractilVe et tect whenl combined.
The second type of independence Imnilp 1t s tiat different leve Is of the
ditmensions are separately real izable. This reft rs to conditions where
having a particular value oni x does 110L determine the level of y.
For exnmple, tilis type of inldependence would be violated if a value of
high danger precluded I value of low cost as a possibIt, outcome.
(Krantz, Luce, Sllppes, nid l Tvvrky, 1911)
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TABL.t Ad~od It t V -1' t~ n In V.i tt't 9 0 1
Level s tit Dlli les X and V.*

Dimvins ion V
(danger l evelI (o pi lot')

Le ve-1 V d t

l~tmensMargial-

(ship C t'0d' ~ 17 1

a a 2

0 L 17 11')

c-4 1 1 U'

*Sealetd val ut's art, some We'ighteid I tit ionls
tit tithe decomosed values ge'nerat ed (iiIng the
wortht assess4ment procetss (set. Kteenv amd Rat it Ia,
1976') and eil ent r ies are a measuire oft thet 1otit.
effrect oft xj atid yj (ie.Mkxi yi')).

Other niecessary properties tit this modelI nti' I dt solIvabiit m I ivnd
e.a1cte I Iat 1 (1n. Solvabilty assuves that ther' are stticient lovels od
the dimens ions to compute it so lutiton. Cancel Iat ion, A.4, i., ani at gibrai c
resulIt of t he add itivye comb inat ions tit c rt att le ivel1s anxd Call be int or-
preted as a special case ot transit ivi ty.

I I M(ae) M(bd) anid

M(bt') Zm(ce) theti1 (A. 4*

Tll~ s ro Iat Ionshll ipIs not obv ious an1d I'sn ilts I iom t t' tac't thaitt, it
*atddit ivi ty h1o is, thlen Mae) , ld) anld mo lt ') ,M(vt') canll tl dt'0111mp"Osd
ilito addi t Nye inct lolls andt rt'atagt'd 0nto Ckpima imns It' anda lo

hia) -gdd) wI k) -ke' 10'
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This t-edrral*t'MV'lt itidi&tatis C ttat Iti .Ilow. oft t111 I i I ti z' I- I ~.

Rearrantg ing thtis equ.1t tol li nt it It I I I. Iu I I. I in Wi T

rIVVVsat I v t IN I II W,1

st hd , wit t im hisc I i t'll WX i louti is *llo l*ii t 1\a , ll.\dkatu" tn ti
( .is t'9 s a lti tt~t i' I t t lit, Ilucci i' t Ith . ~ ' Coll -In oliot. i t' f i j' oh'I.) pI *a~

ad ttolititar' Wi t I . T he ii v li 1 t I~ *i , L o rt i li g t eiut o inn , Ol t '.1 ) 01111111,11

(195 ) 1 ulld t ti, I losi t i t t It hi v s l .int s (S .. ) r.l I t (-, it'.* tl .111 oittt 1, 11 il

hil a ( h-i ti t, a il I 'C iI.It i i AiNs liv I flkt Ot t'l ' ( ohf (9it . 1.t 41 \ l I i

S i I.tt I tts ;I 9!o) rv I ti s wo t :i4 ill I I 11, 1 iijl i1 1il it l '! I, I j,1 t o 1111 t ip .' ii

iti~ Ttttiiot t titi vs stid et c t t hu;I t ,'Ii'ti' o t'l I I hl'llt' 1it 0.t O lld i Iil

fil Iti I'l IS I. t~i' !ittl~' t'\.iul i I Vh t Iit C l . Bethiih . t l I)K. W t C-It iI -It-

1) 1i 11t lV tttt 0S 0 t , ~ I titi 11_ (11 l ust1I pr o 1 t'V1 t %.i dc C r 1 i lit I Kt't'lloI op iut I

pt, r I or iiic. 16'. I~t) I't~c soiV t i Itlk titittO I j t l, ) 100 it odiid . i

olva I s'ts .1; 1 * l ; i i ilc tI v\p ill I 1 4)1 ltigll s l
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Fischer (1976) studied worth assessment in both uncertain and
certain environments. In both cases about half of his subjects' worth
evaluations were better described by multiplicative than by additive
conjoint models. However, only in the uncertain situation did the
amount of variance accounted for appreciably change by using a
multiplicative model.

In the final analysis, there is a trade-off between the simplicity
of additive models and the added predictivity of using a multiplicative
model. Many times, additive models prove to be adequate approximations
of more complex processes simply because both models would lead to the
same decision (Edwards, 1978; Gardiner and Edwards, 1975).

This discussion has assumed a worth vector with two dimensions.
For cases when the number of dimensions (n) is greater than two, the
property of cancellation is no longer necessary (Krantz, Luce, Suppes,
and Tversky, 1971). Also, although there are 2n-n-l possible dimension
combinations, Keeney and Raiffa (1976) demonstrate methods of selecting
dimensions which are mutually independent by examining only a small
subset of the possible combinations. Thus, in some ways, conjoint
models become less complex for vectors with more than two dimensions.

Statistical Models

Another way to model the worth assessment process is to use statis-
tical models based on the operator's actual preferences. In this case,
the worth value for an outcome is generated by the operator and the
weights for the dimensions in the worth vector are least-squares fits
derived from the data.

Regression models were used to capture the judges' worth policies
in early research on judgmental processes (Slovic and Lichtenstein,
1971). However, recent researchers have pointed out that this is an
inappropriate use of correlational procedures (Anderson, 1972;
Anderson and Shanteau, 1977; Slovic and Lichtenstein, 1971). Regression
models are predictive rather functional models (Drapper and Smith, 1966).
The underlying preference structure may be functionally complex, but
still show a high correlation with a simple linear model. Anderson
and Shanteau (1977) surveyed a number of areas of psychological research
and concluded that using regression models to study functional processes
leads to serious error even when the model was highly correlated with

the criterion value.
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On the other hand, the use of linear regression models to predict
worth judgments has proved to be very successful (Dawes and Corrigan,
1974; Goldberg, 1970). Bootstrapping is the use of a regression model
to predict decision rules based on operator performance. In general,
bootstrapping models perform better than the judges they model (Dawes
and Corrigan, 1974) because the variability reflecting lack of fit due
to a linear model is often less than the variability due to the judges'
inconsistencies (Goldberg, 1970).

Hamner and Carter (1975) used four regression models based on their
subjects' estimates to predict ideal production rules. These models
were linear combinations of different information sources such as sales
forecasts, current inventory, etc. All four models led to production
rules better than those chosen by the subjects whose data were used to
generate the rules. Thus the weights inferred from the subjects'
performance reflected a more stable indication of their worth vector
than did the decisions made by the subjects. Dawes and Corrigan (1974)
reviewed experiments in which bootstrap models of judges were more
efficient than the judges' decisions in almost all cases.

Perceptronics (1977) has recently developed a decision aid (ADDAM)
which incorporates features of bootstrapping models. The weights of the
worth vector change as a function of operator decisions and are updated
using an online computer program. Thus the operator has a computer
model of his worth vector which can be used to select optimal decisions.
Preliminary experimental evidence indicates that this aid improves
operator performance.

Even simpler than fitted regression models are models with unit
weights for each dimension. Dawes and Corrigan (1974) give evidence
that such models result in predictions that are almost as good as
least-square weights, provided there are no significant nonmonotonic
interactions. This would greatly simplify the operator's task, since
generating an additive model such as Equation 9 would consist of
simply normalizing the levels of each dimension and then sumitng.

However, McClelland (1978) provides analytical arguments which
show that unit weight models are most likely to be seriously erroneous
for nondominated outcomes. Nondominated outcomes are those for which
the operator must determine trade-off functions among dimensions in
order to choose the outcome with the largest worth. Since nondominated
outcomes are the most important for worth assessment, unit models would
seem to have limited usefulness except in situations where the weights
of the various dimensions ire unknown.

Regression approaches extend the usefulness of using a worth vector
by allowing weights for various dimensions to be determined by operator
performance. The ultimate usefulness of these models depends on how
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well they predict worth assessment in novel situations. Unfortunately,
most of the models were tested on the data used to generate the model
(Hamner and Carter, 1975).

Other Measurement Models

A number of multidimensional measurement models have been developed
that depend on the concept of psychological distance (Coombs, Dawes,
and Tversky, 1971). The worth models posit ideal points in multi-
dimensional psychological space. Different metrics are used to measure
the distance of worth vectors to these ideal points. The closer the
vector to the ideal point, the greater the worth. Although scales
based on distance models have been used in many areas of psychological

research (Coombs, Dawes, and Tversky), quite a few of those scales
violated the axioms they were based on (Beals, Krantz, and Tversky, 1968).

There has not been too much use of distance models for worth assess-
ment, probably because these techniques have more theoretical than
practical appeal. Klahr (1969) measured different dimensions of college
admissions standards (e.g., college boards, I.Q., etc.) using the concept
of psychological n-dimensional space with ideal points. His results
predicted selections comparable with other scaling techniques, although
the simpler additive techniques were better at predicting judges'
decisions. Klahr argued that this approach still should be considered,
since the values for worth were based on subjective rather than nominal
metrics. Coombs (1958) was able to explain certain preferential incon-
sistencies by testing a model based on psychological distance.

Another approaqh to worth assessment is functional measurement
scaling. These methods involve monotonic transformation of nominal
scales to subjective scales and then testing various worth models
(multiplicative, additive, etc.) using an analysis of variance. The
main advantage to these methods is their dependence on operator behavior
rather than axioms positing ideal behavioral patterns (Anderson, 1970;
Anderson and Shanteau, 1970). However, functional measurement is more
of a means of scaling and testing various conjoint measurement models
than a separate measurement model in its own right.

EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISONS OF OPERATOR AND TASK WORTH
ASSESSMENT CHARACTERISTICS

It is difficult to compare the various measurement procedures
empirically, because the criterion value is not objective. Also, better
performance for one procedure in a particular experimental paradigm does
not necessarily indicate better performance under different conditions.
Even comparing procedures' predicted results to actual decisions assumes
that the operator's decisions perfectly reflect his preference structure,
an assumption that most of the data contradict.
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However, with these rather strong reservations in mind, empirical

studies do indicate how well the human operator uses these procedures

under specified conditions. In general, empirical studies show that
decomposition procedures correlate well with both outcome ordering and
regression approaches to worth assessment (Fischer, 1975).

Hoepfl and Huber (1970) compared two additive procedures with
subjective levels of the dimensions being derived by their subjects.

The criterion value was a worth value assigned to outcomes. For the
first procedure, subjects directly scaled the weights for each dimension,
whereas for the second approach the weights were fitted using a least-

squares regression fit. The average correlation coefficient for the

first approach was 0.87 and for the second 0.91 (both were corrected for
bias). The important finding was that both models were able to predict

the criterion value fairly well. Since the regression approach is a
mathematical minimization of the residual sum of squares, it is not
surprising that it accounted for more of the variance than the scaling
procedure. To compare the two procedures adequately, the regression
model would have to have been compared to criterion values other than
those used to fit the model.

A tendency to give more uniform weights for all dimensions was
noted for the scaling procedure. This tendency has been noted in other
research on decomposition procedures and suggests that operators may be
conservative when scaling (Edwards, 1978; Fischer, 1975). It appears
as if the operator does not wish to assign weights with too high a

proportion of the total value to any one dimension when he decomposes
an outcome, whereas his actual decisions reflect heavy weighting of
some dimensions.

Huber and Daneshgar (1971) compared five worth assessment pro-
cedures and found some interesting interactions. Regression weights
were more reliable than decomposed scaling weights for experienced
subjects in predicting job ratings. However, the opposite was true for

inexperienced subjects. This suggests that decomposing job satisfaction
into different dimensions helps when the subject is inexperienced in

terms of the outcome, whereas experienced subjects are able to judge
outcomes (i.e., jobs) directly more easily.

Another interesting find was that, in terms of ratings, a multi-
plicative model was better than an additive model, but, in terms of the
job actually taken, the additive model was a better predictor. It is

difficult to evaluate this because employment depends on more than lust

wanting a job, but it does suggest that simpler models may be better
predictors for situations other than the one used to generate the model.

Humphreys and Humphreys (1975) compared psychological distance

models and factor analysis with two additive decomposition models (one
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with unit weight and one with weights derived using a gamble-type pro-
cedure). The criterion value was how well subjects liked six films.
There were six dimensions in the worth vector. Additive decomposition
models were better predictors of film choice, with tile scaled weights
being better than unit weights.

Satisficing reduces the cognitive load of the operator by reducing
the scope of tile multidimensional worth vector. There is little experi-
mental evidence to suggest that subjects use this strategy. Sheridan,
Richards, and Slocum (1975) compared a satisficing approach with an
approach considering all dimensions of job worth, for nursing students'
job selections. Their subjects' data did not support a satisficing
approach to job selection. blander (1975) had his subjects choose
either stocks (monetary value) or books (subjective value), and found
no evidence that satisficing procedures were used in the former case
and only limited evidence in the latter case.

Another way to reduce cognitive load is to choose outcomes with cer-

tain dimensional values rather than trying to integrate (or decompose) all
the information in tile worth vector. This would involve a lexicographic
approach which Tversky (1972 a and b) refers to as "Elimination by
Aspect" (EBA). EBA has two important behavioral consequences: (1) an
outcome's worth changes as a function of the value of important dimen-
sions for other outcomes, and (2) operators' cognitive loading is reduced.
Tversky (1972 a) found support for the first hypothesis, suggesting that
his subjects used a lexicographic approach.

For the experimental situations reviewed, additive decomposition
was a relatively efficient means of assessing worth. The regression
approach is promising, but is rarely used to predict decisions in novel
situations. The use of satisficing and multidimensional "distance"
techniques received little sipport from this review. However, this
may be due more to lack of empirical research in this area than actual
shortcomings of these methods. Evidence, both logical and empirical

(Tversky, 1972 a and b), suggests that the operator uses lexicographic
methods of worth assessment in certain situations. The latter finding
suggests that, as in probability estimation, worth assessment may involve
heuristic rather than strictly analytical processing.

SUMMARY OF WORTH ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

Table 6 extends the task characteristics outlined in Table 3 by
Kneppreth et al. The first column lists task characteristics. The
more important measurement procedures are listed across the top of the
table. Items A and C are self-explanatory. Item B is a rather rough
measure of the difficulty of eliciting worth values from the operator.
It is given as a range, since the difficulty varies, depending on
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the scaling procedure used, the number of outcomes, etc. For example,
additive decomposition may be easier than outcome ordering if there
are a large number of outcomes and few dimensions, while the opposite
is true for few outcomes and many dimensions.

If the characteristics listed in C and D are descriptive of a
particular procedure, an-X is entered in the appropriate cell. Since
not all the task performance characteristics are self-explanatory, a
brief explanation is necessary.

Analytical refers to the nature of the worth assessment procedure.
An analytical procedure breaks down an outcome into either a geometric
representation (distance measured) or a functional representation (addi-
tive or multiplicative) of its constituent worth dimensions. A holistic

task means the value of an outcome is Judged without analyzing its
constituent parts. Some procedures such as lexicographic ordering and
satisficing are compromises between these two strategies. Information
lost refers to loss of worth information because the worth vector is
not completely analyzed.

Three levels of analysis of the worth values elicited from the
operator are required. This does not refer to the worth assessment
itself, but rather to Lae analysis done of worth values after elicita-
tion. For example, a regression approach requires the operator only to
generate the criterion value, whereas rather sophisticated regression
analysis must be done to model the operator's worth vector. Thus there
are two issues concerning the difficulty of the worth assessment task:
(1) how easy is it to elicit a worth value from the operator, and (2)
how much additional analysis is required after obtaining this value to
determine the worth function? Sophisticated analysis requires either an
expert in scaling (or statistical) techniques and/or a computer program.

Reduction in processing load indicates that the operator's processing
load is kept to a minimum for a particular assessment problem. For dif-
ficult problems with time constraints, such approaches should be con-
sidered; otherwise the worth assessment process might exceed the limited
processing capacity of the operator. Interpretation difficulty means
that the worth function is difficult to understand because the functional
form of the underlying model is complex. Not widely used is self-
explanatory.

Table 6 indicates that none of the measurement procedures is superior
to the others. The parameters of the worth assessment problem (such as
expertise of the assessor, number of outcomes, time constraint, desired
level of precision, etc.) determine the usefulness of the various pro-
cedures for a particular problem.
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ACTION SELECTION

OVERVIEW

Figure 6 is an overview of the action selection task. The operators'
actions (responses R1 or R2) depend on probabilities P(H1/dj ...P(Hm/dj)
and outcome worth vectors (01 ..- n). Thus, after processing incoming
data in terms of probability estimation and worth evaluations for possible
outcomes, this information must be integrated to choose an appropriate
action. This section will focus on optimal selection rules based on
utility theory.
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(1) ACTIONS (2) PROBABILITIES FOR (3) WORTH VECTORS FOR
STATES OF THE WORLD OUTCOMES

FIGURE 6. Decision Tree Showing Action Selection
Task (R1 or R2 ).

Table 7 lists the probability and worth estimations the operator
has generated.
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TABLE 7. Utility and Uncertainty
information for Action Seleo'tion.

State of the real world.

Action p q
Enemy Friendly

Sink U(SE) U(SF)

Not sink U(SE) U(SF)

The cell entries are utility (i.e., worth) functions measuring the
worth vectors relating to the following outcomes: sink when enemy (SE),
sink when friendly (SF), not sink enemy (SE) and not sink friendly (SF).
Probabilities (p or q) of real-world states are listed over the columns.

The operator's task is to find rules for action selection, based on the
type of information listed in Table 7, which optimizes some decision
criterion.

This entails finding utility functions for outcomes when the
operator is unsure of what outcomes will result from his actions. In
one sense, this involves conjoint worth measurement with probability
being one dimension of the worth vector. However, the development o1
utility theory presupposes an uncertain environment which, in itself,
puts unique processing demands on the operator (Kahneman and Tversky,
1978; Slovic and Lichtenstein, 1968).

UTILITY THEORY

Axioms

Utility is a measure of the worth of an outcome in an uncertain
environment. For simplicity's sake, it will be assumed that we are

comparing two outcomes X and Y, with X having probability p and Y
having probability q of occurring. Six axioms are necessary to define

the measurement model underlying a utility scale (Coombs, Dawes and
Tversky, 1971). They will be discussed very briefly with emphasis being
given to those axioms which have significant behavioral consequences.

Utility theory involves bets of the form (X, p, Y) or (Y, q, X)

where q - 1-p. This states that X will occur with probability p and Y
with probability q (or l-p). Expected utility is a measure of the worth
of such a bet. For example, how much money are you willing to pay for

rolling a die which pays off X with probability p and pays nothing Y

with probability q? The action selection problem can be thought of as

representing two bets. For action "sink," the bet is of the form (SE,
p, SF), whereas for action "not sink" the bet is (SE, p, SF).
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The development of utility theory in terms of bets most likely has
its roots in the historical interest of probability theorist in gambling
situations. A U will suffix utility axioms. The first two axioms (Ul
and U2) require the elements of the bet to be possible and the preference
structure of the bets to be in accordance with an ordinal preference model.

U3 requires that the decision-maker be indifferent (-) between a
simple bet and a compound bet having the same expected outcome.

If (X,p,Y) = B, then (B,q,Y) - (Xpq,Y) (U3)

A compound bet is a bet where the payoff is another bet. The

probability of the operator obtaining B (which itself is a bet) is q.
If he obtains B, he has probability pof obtaining X, thus the value
of the compound bet must equal a simple bet for which the operator
has a pq probability of obtaining X.

For example, X is $50 and Y is nothing. The operator should not
be concerned with the form of the bet; only its expected outcome. A
bet that requires two successes in a row in order to obtain $50 should
have the same utility as a bet which pays $50 for one success, if the
probability of a single success is 0.50 in the first case and 0.25 in

the second case.

U4 indicates that the utility of two equally valued outcomes (X
and Y) should not be affected if they are both involved in bets with
another alternative.

If X - Y, then (X,p,Z) - (Y,p,Z) (U4)

U5 states that, if X is preferred to Y, then the value of any bet
involving them is less than X and greater than Y.

If X > Y then X > (X,p,Y) > Y (U5)

U6 insures that an outcome can be made to be indifferent to a bet
that involves a more preferred (X) and a less preferred outcome (Z) as

alternatives.

If X > Y > Z, a p can be found for which

Y (X,p,Z) (Ub)
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The utility fulliction for tile various outcomes can be derived I rom
Ub. If X and Z are chosen so that X is the best outcome and Z Is the
worst outcome, then the p values elicited for intermediate outcomes
would constitute a utility scale with X having a value of one and Z a
value of zero (cf., Keency and Raifia, 1976; Railffa, 1968).

In the terminology of gambling, actions with| uncertain outcomes can
be thought of as a bet in the form (X, p, Y). A utility scale allows
the decision-maker to compute tile expected utility of such a bet

(Equation 11).

E(R) = p U(X) + q U(Y) (11)

where U(X) and U(Y) are utility lunctions defind on X and Y.

Tie optimal decision-maker chooses actions which maximize expected
utility. Thus the worth of actions in the problem presented in Table 7
can be expressed as:

E(S) = p U(SF) + q U(SF)

E(NS) = p) U(SE) + q U(SF)

and the decision rule would be to choose the action with tle higher
expected utility.

Other Decision Rules Based on Utility Theory

In many real-life tasks, the odds (or probabilities) concerning
possible states of the world change, but the utility values for different
outcomes remain fairly stable. In such an environment the operator may
wish to use a decision criterion based on odds. If tile odds are above
a certain level action, A is selected (RA); whereas odds below the
criterion favor the selection of action B(RB). Such a criterion is
referred to as I (Green and Swets, 1966). The advantage of i is that
the operator can precompute (or computerize) utility functions and make
decisions based only on his subjective probabilities (odds) concerning
the changing state of the world.

To derive such a rule, odds must be found for which the optimal
operator would be indifferent between Ra or Rb . This would be true
when the expected utilities of the actions are equal.
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E(R) E(Rb)

or

p U(X) + q U(Y) - p U(Z) + q U(W)

or

p/q - (U(W) - U(Y))/(U(X) - U(Z))

or

indifference S1 or = (U(W) - U(Y))/(U(X) - U(Z)) (12)
a-b

Equation 12 indicates that such a criterion can be developed, if the
operator can generate the utility functions for possible outcomes.

Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT)

MAUT involves a conjoint worth measurement in an uncertain environ-
ment. The utility of an outcome is a function of the decomposed utility
vector with each dimension of utility being called an attribute. A
scaling technique based on U6 can be used to scale the multi-attribute
worth vector (see Kenney and Raiffa, 1976; Raiffa, 1971).

Like other conjoint models, the worth function (in this case a
utility function) is either a multiplicative or additive result of the
values for each of the attributes. The resultant function must be
commensurate with the utility axioms, and the utility function for
separate attributes must be independent of the levels of other
attributes (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976).

Different Criteria for Action Selection

Besides the maximum utility principle, there are a number of other
criteria on which action selection can be based (Coombs, Dawes and
Tversky, 1971).

Worth Selection: Only one outcome is considered possible for each
action; thus only the worth of an outcome is considered.

Minimax: Outcomes assessed in terms of possible losses. The
chosen action is that which results in the least undesirable outcome.

Maximin: Operator chooses the action for which the worst possible

outcome has the highest value.
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Maxinmx: Operator chooses the action for which the best outcome
has the highest value.

Eiual Probability: Operator has insufficient reason to assign
probabilities to outcomes; therefore, he assumes all outcomes have the
same probability.

All these methods can be criticized, because the long-run effect
of using them would be a loss of utility (Lee, 1971). However, they all
lave the advantage of being relaLively easy to use, since tile operator
does not have to estimate the probability. Some of these techniques
maiy be especially useful for screening actions with undesirable outcomes.

OPERATOR PERFORMANCE

Int roduc tion

Action selection is the use of both probability and worth informa-
tion to select appropriate responses in terms of some decision criteria.
The expectancy principle (expected utility) is the optimal solution.
However, utility theory puts stringent constraints on the operator.
The first issue addressed will he how well the operator's performance
conforms to these constraints. Next, operator performance will be
compared to other formal models of action selection. Finally, models
based on tile operator's information-processing abilities will be reviewed.

Per 'ormance in Terms of Ut il itv Axioms

Because it is easy to think of utility axioms in terms of bets.
most of the classical research on utility used a gambling paradigm to
test its axioms. An obvious inconsistency between operator performance
and utility theory involves the operator use of subjective probabilities;
whereas the expected utility principle (EU) assumes that the probabilities
are objective. Edwards (1955) and Savage (1954) proposed that utility
theory be redefined to assume that utility axioms are based on subjective
probabilities. Action selection, then, is based on tite operator's
attempt to maximize subjective expected utility (SEU) (Fdwards, 1955).
However, a perspective theory of operator performance based on SEP is
at best a doubtful proposition.

One of the tenets of utility theory is path independence. This
basically means that the operator is not concerned with the individual
terms in Equation 11, only the result. This Is partly a consequence
of axiom U3. Experimental research Indicates that compound bets are
evluated differently than simple bets directly contradicting U3 (Slovic,
1964). However, this is probably due more to the operator misaggregaLing
probabilities than to any basic Incompatlbility of operator performance
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and utility axioms. A more problematical finding for the concept of
path independence is based on research done by Slovic and Tversky
(1974). There are classical cases (developed by Allais and Ellsberg)
where the operator chooses actions (bets) that are incompatible with
the SEU principle, but are justifiable on rational grounds. One such
example is illustrated in Table 8. In Slovic and Tversky's experiment,
subjects were told to choose from gamble 1 or 2 in situation A and
gamble 3 or 4 in situation B. A majority of subjects chose gamble 1
and gamble 4. However, no matter what subjective probability and
utility function a subject uses, these choices are incompatible with
SEU (Raiffa, 1971). This can be demonstrated by assigning values to
end-points for these two scales; for 1.00 on the probability scale use
1.00 and for no money on the utility scale use zero. The symbols in
parentheses can then be used to generalize the results to any utility
or subjective probability function. According to SEU, preferring
gamble 1 is represented by the following inequality.

a > pe + qa

or

a(I-q) > pe

However, preferring gamble 4 to gamble 3 implies the following inequality.

a(l-q) < pe

TABLE 8. Probabilities and Payoffs for Allais' Gambling
Situation With Utilities and Subjective

Probabilities in Parentheses.

Gamble Probability (pi) Payoff, dollars_ (U)

Situation A

1 1.00 (1) 1 million (a)

2 .10 (p) 5 million (e)
.89 (q) 1 million (a)
.01 (r) Nothing (0)

Situation B

3 .11 (l-q) 1 million (a)
.89 (q) Nothing (0)

4 .10 (p) 5 million (e)
.90 (l-p) Nothing (0)
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Since these preference structures are incompatible, most subjects

did not choose according to SEU. What makes this paradigm important is
that, even after explaining the reasoning behind the SEU interpretations,
most of Slovic and Tversky's subjects still preferred 1 to 2 and 4 to 3.
Thus, it can be argued that it is not the operator's lack of information
that is responsible for his choices, but the fact that he has different
criteria than SEU for action selection. Kahneman and Tversky (1978) use
similar examples to further demonstrate that the operator's preference
structure is not necessarily consistent with SEU.

Axiom U6 can be interpreted as stating that every bet has a certainty
equivalent (or cash equivalent). Thus for every bet of the form (X,p,Y)
there is some utility value (or perhaps money) which the operator would
consider equal to the bet. Becker, Groot and Marschak (1964) manipulated
the form of the bet in order to have a number of bets with the same cash
equivalent. The variation among their subject's cash equivalents, in
situations for which they should have been equal, demonstrated quite
nicely that the relationship between an uncertain situation and a
certainty equivalent is not apparent to most operators.

Axiom U4 implies that the context (i.e., values of other outcomes)
of the bet should not change the utility value of outcomes. However,
experimental evidence indicates that subjects consider the context of
the bet and not simply isolated utility functions when making choices
(Coombs, Dawes, and Tversky, 1971; Tversky, 1972a).

Equation Ll implies that the operator makes independent estimates
of probability and utility in order to compute SEU (Savage, 1954).
However, Slovic (1966) gives evidence that the utility of an outcome
influences the operator's subjective probabilities. Some subjects
make optimistic probability estimates in light of a big payoff, whereas
others give pessimistic estimates. Thus not only do operators' perform-
ance characteristics run contrary to SEU, but also these characteristics
appear dependent on personality differences.

In general, operator performance differs from utility axioms in
many important aspects. Still it is possible that action selection
based on SEU, although theoretically deficient, is a good predictor of
operator performance. The next section will compare SEU to other
possible worth assessment models.

SEU as a Measurement Model

SEU theory states that operators attempt to maximize average (or
long run) worth (or utility) by using a selection model which weights
worth estimates with probability estimates. However, the operator may
view the selection task in terms of different processes than thos,
posited by utility theory. The simple bet paradigm can be represented
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by a vector with four terms (X,pY,q). SEU is one model of integrating

these terms to assess the worth of different bets (i.e., actions).
However, empirical results indicate that the operator considers more

features of the action selection problem than implied by the SEU model

and integrates the dimensions differently.

The variance, skewness, "gambling" situation itself and type of
response all influence the worth assessments of different actions

(Coombs and Pruitt, 1955; Lee, 1971; Royden and Walsh, 1959; Slovic,
1972; and Tversky, 1967). Thus the operator considers more than just

possible outcomes and their probabilities when choosing actions.

Furthermore, even the manner in which the operator uses the worth

vector to assess the value of particular actions differs from SEU
theory. Different operators focus on different dimensions of the
worth vector, depending on both personality differences and type of

response (Slovic and Lichtenstein, 1968). Apparently, the operator's

initial determination of worth is based on the dimension (e.g., payoff,

probability of loss, etc.) he feels is most important, Next, the
operator uses some method to integrate the other information in the

worth vector with the most important dimension in order to make a final
evaluation (Slovic and Lichtenstein, 1968). This suggests that no

formal measurement model could accurately describe the operator's
action selection process unless assumptions are made concerning the

operator's information-processing capabilities. Furthermore, the

operator is limited in his ability to resolve utility differences

among outcomes (Luce and Shipley, 1962; Suppes and Walsh, 1959).

It is not clear exactly what process the operator uses to integrate

the worth vector. The averaging process implied by SEU theory predicts

operator performance in at least an approximate sense (Anderson and

Shanteau, 1970; Tversky, 1967). However, the resulting value is subad-

ditive (i.e., pX + qY < SEU) (Shanteau, 1974).

In summary, a model that explains operator action selection must

consider the following: (I) other factors besides outcomes and proba-

bilities; (2) processing limitations of the operator; and (3) subadditive

averaging process. Models which focus on these issues will be summarized

in the next section.

Models of Operator Action Selection Performance

Models of human information processing identify three serial pro-

cessing stages: stimulus encoding, cognitive processing, and response

selection (Briggs and Swanson, 1969; Sternberg, 1969). Cognition

involves the structuring of encoded stimuli into meaningful categories,

whereas response selection involves translating these stimulus categories

into the chosen response. There seem to be two substages of cognition

involved in decision-making. The first stage involves a general
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categorization and evaluation of possible actions, whereas the second
stage is concerned with the formation of decision rules which result
in response selection (Slovic and Lichtenstein, 1968).

Kahneman and Tversky (1978) propose a model of decision-making
they refer to as "prospect" theory. A "prospect" is the worth and
probability values associated with an action. After encoding these
values, the operator categorizes prospects using various processing
strategies such as recoding, combining, and segregating different

dimensions of the prospect. Next, an empirical function is used to
weigh probabilities (n(p)) with small probabilities being "over-valued,"

but most of the probability range is "under-valued" compared to risk-

less prospects. This process helps explain Allais' example. Since
1.00 would be over-valued in terms of the probability scale, such a
weighting function could result in the observed preferences of Slovic
and Tversky's subjects. Also, such a function would explain subadditivity.

The decision rule the operator uses for action selection is similar
to the expectancy principle, but it focuses on the operator's potential
change in fortune. In simple bet cases, when X > Y > 0 or X N Y - 0,
Equation 13 is used to determine the operator's evaluation of prospects.

Vk - Y + T(p) (X - Y) (13)

where Y is the minimum loss or gain and Vk is the worth of the kth action
(or prospect).

Y is the amount the operator gains or loses for certain, with the
second term of Equation 13 measuring the operator's potential change in
fortune depending on the result of the action. This model of decision-
making is used to explain empirical functions rather than to posit
ideal functions. It explains most of the observed discrepancies between

operator performance and SEU theory and serves as a useful approximation

of operator performance. It is not as elegant as SE1J theory, since it
introduces both additional parameters (T(p)) and additional assumptions

concerning operator processing limitations, in order to explain empirical

results. Also, probability estimation and worth evaluation are not

specifically addressed by the model. However, the advantage of such a
model is that it attempts to describe decision-making in terms of operator
performance characteristics instead of ideal performance criteria which

may have little empirical validity.

Risk-averse functions are a good example of the difference between

a normative and empirical approach to model building. Most operators

show a tendency towards being risk-averse. That is, they would pay more

for a sure thing than for an equivalent bet with the same expected value.

Pratt (1964) and Keeney and Raiffa (1976) introduce a number of utility
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functions to describe risk-averse behavior which are commensurate with
utility theory. However, Tversky and Kahneman (1978) point out that
most empirically derived risk functions are not commensurate with utility
theory. Their approach was to fit the model to the data rather than
vice versa.

Another model that has both normative and descriptive appeal is
the "EA" model mentioned previously. The probability of choosing an
action is proportional to the lexicographic weights of different dimen-
sions in the worth vector. Empirically, the model is supported by the
tendency of the operator to focus on important dimensions rather than
to compute trade-off functions (Slovic and Lichtenstein, 1968; Tversky,
1972 a and b).

SUMMARY

The maximum expected utility principle was shown to be the normative
criterion for action selection. Using this criterion, decision rules
were derived for outcomes, odds and multi-attribute decision problems.
Subjective expected utility (SEU) was examined as a possible descriptive
model of operator performance. Both because of serious violations of
axioms and processing limitations of the operator, empirically derived
models such as "prospect" theory were found to be superior to a model
based on OEU theory.

Table 9 summarizes the performance aspects of different action
selection models.
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INFORMATION SELECTION

OVERVIEW

The iterative nature of information selection can be seen by
examining the feedback loop in Figure 2. Before selecting an action,
the operator has the option of sampling more data, depending on both
his own state of uncertainty and the cost of sampling. Cost is used
in a general sense indicating cost in terms of physical and temporal
constraints as well as monetary value.

The internal dynamics of information selection are illustrated in
Figure 7. Information selection involves decisions concerning both
"how much" and "what type" of information to select (Nickerson and
Feehrer, 1974). The latter process is designated as information
gathering (Box A in Figure 7). This involves a selection among various
information sources as a function of average information (1j) and
cost of sampling (Cj) for each source. Formally, information is a
measure of the reduction in operator uncertainty after sampling a
datum (Equation 14) and average information is the expected informa-
tional value of data from a particular source before sampling.

I i -log p(djIk) (14)

where Ilk is the hypothesis reflecting the actual state of the world.

In terms of our example, information gathering would consist of
deciding which sensor devices to use and whether to get an updated
intelligence report from an E-2 (tracker aircraft) or strike command.
Information in its technical sense would be measured in terms of the
increase in probability for the true hypothesis that each information
source would result in. Cost would depend on such factors as time to
retrieve information, danger involved in breaking radio silence, etc.

Since Equation 14 is simply a transformation of probability,
information can be interpreted in terms of Bayesian statistics
(Analytics, 1976; Savage, 1954). For example, diagnosticity, in
Bayesian terms, is simply the algebraic difference between the
informational value of the denominator and the informational value
of the numerator of the likelihood ratio. There are a number of
advantages in using information metric to measure operator performance.
The metric is independent of the type of data selected and experimental
paradigm used. Also, this metric has been used to measure human per-
formance for a wide variety of cognitive and motor tasks, allowing
operator performance in information selection to be compared to other
human performance results (Briggs, 1974; Fitts, 1954; Hicks, 1951).
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The second process involved in information selection is optional

stopping (Box B). The "fair cost" of sampling a data source is the

difference in value of selecting an action before and after sampling

(Wendt, 1969). The optional stopping task involves deciding whether

the "fair cost" of sampling the favored data source is more or less

than the actual cost of sampling. If it is more, then sampling takes

place, otherwise the operator stops sampling and selects the action

with the highest expected utility

The problem our exemplary pilot would have concerns his trade-off

between uncertainty reduction and danger to his aircraft. The closer he

gets to the ship (and thus the more information he samples) the more

likely the ship is to fire antiaircraft missiles at him. Also, of course,

the more likely he would be to identify the ship. The optional stopping
task consists of deciding when to stop gathering more information and

either launch the missile or stop flying toward the ship and continue

on his original flight plan.

Thus information selection involves both the first (A) and last

(B) thing an operator does before committing himself to a course of

action (i.e., (a) he must decide which data to sample, and (b) he

must decide when to stop sampling and start acting).

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Overview

Most of the experimental paradigms reviewed were similar to those
used for the Bayesian updating tasks. The main difference consisted
in the dependent variables which are number of data sampled and their

informational value for the present task.

In general, subjects sample both too much and too little i..formation
depending on the experimental parameters (Nickerson and Feehrer, 1976).
When the information value of the data source is too low, too much
sampling takes place; whereas too little sampling takes place for
information sources with relatively high values (Nickerson and Feehrer,
1976; Snapper and Peterson, 1971). There seem to be individual dif-
ferences among operators, with some being overly cautious (want too
much information) and others too incautious (sample too little informa-
tion) (Edwards and Slovic, 1965). Also, there seems to be a nonoptimal
relationship between the amount of information sampled and the amount
available. Apparently, the operator is conservative. He does not want
to deplete his information source so he weights his estimate of the
"fair cost" of sampling as a function of the sample size available
(Levine, Samet and Brahlek, 1971; Pitz, 1968).
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The operator is able to use estimates of prior odds, diagnosticity

and cost to determine when optional stopping should take place, but his
actual criteria are not optimal (Wendt, 1969). The operator is able to
learn how to be more efficient in an information gathering task, but
performance is still less than optimal after practice (Levine and Samet,
1973). Optional stopping seems to be more time-consuming than informa-
tion gathering (Levine and Samet, 1973).

An experiment by Pitz (1968) shows the relationship of operator
performance for optional stopping and Bayesian updating. His subjects
sampled a limited number of red and blue poker chips from two bags.
This was similar in design to the Urn problem in that the probability
of a sample being from a particular bag was a function of the difference
(d*) in the number of red and blue chips (the Urn example is reviewed

in the probability estimation section). If cost were held constant,
the criterion for optional stopping should be based on d*. However,
subjects used a criterion more sensitive to the proportion of red and
blue data samples than to d*. This directly verifies the previously
reviewed results of Marks and Clarkson (1973) which indicated that
subjects estimated probability by proportion of different colored
chips and not by the Bayesian solution based on d*.

The point of the comparison is that the results should be the
same. The processing requirements for estimation of informational
value and probability are identical in many respects. Therefore,
when the other parameters of the situation are similar, we should
expect the operators decision-making characteristics to be similar
for these two tasks. This suggests that heuristics used for probability
estimation are most likely evinced by the operator in information
selection tasks also.

Time Constraints

It was mentioned previously that time constraints could be con-
sidered as a cost factor. Pachella and Pew (1968) give empirical
evidence that the operator uses both time and monetary cost criteria
for optional stopping in a choice reaction time task. One of the more
interesting findings concerning the operator decision to stop sampling
and start findings concerning the operator decision to stop sampling
and start responding is the so-called "speed-accuracy" trade-off (Fitts,
1955; Pew 1969). This trade-off implies that the operator is able to
sample information at a constant rate, but chooses different "informa-
tional" or "time" criteria depending on whether the task pays off for
speed or accuracy. Apparently, when the operator is told to "speed up,"
he samples information at the same rate, but samples for a shorter time
segment. The result of such a trade-off is that operator performance
will be more error-prone in circunstances where he speeds up because
he can only sample a given amount of information In a particular time
segment. In the most extreme case, when he is under great time pres-
sure, the operator may not sample information at all, but respond
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randomly (i.e., guess) (Swensson and Edwards, 1971; Yelloit, 1971).
If the "speed-accuracy operating characteristics" for particular
operators are known, then error rate can be predicted for a task that
has a temporal deadline attached to it (Pew, 1969).

Although the parameters of the "speed-accuracy" trade-off have
been investigated using different choice reaction time paradigms, the
real-world validity of such paradigms is suspect. Research needs to
be done to determine the "speed-accuracy operating characteristics"
for different operators using real-world scenarios when such factors
as work load, stress, and payoff schedules are varied concomitantly.

SUMMARY: INFORMATION SELECTION

Information selection depends on criterion based on both cost
evaluation (worth assessment) and uncertainty evaluation (probability
estimation). Therefore, the operator's information selection character-
istics depends on his decision-making characteristics for the other
stages of decision-making. Heuristics and biases found in these stages
are also pertinent to information selection performance.

However, there are a number of performance characteristics specific
to information selection:

I. When there are a great number of information sources to choose
from, operator performance is degraded. There seem to be two reasons
for this: (a) the operator pays more than the fair cost for information,
and (b) too much information overloads the operator's processing capacity.

2. Too sparse informational sources resdlts in degraded performance
for the opposite reason: (a) the operator will not pay for sources even
when their cost is less than the fair cost, and (b) the operator tends
to conserve sources rather than purchase needed information.

3. The operator can trade off the cost associated with time for
information depending on the cost parameters for each.
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ISSUES AND TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS

OPERATOR AND TASK CHARACTERISTICS

This paper has reviewed operator and tasks performance character-
istics for four stages of decision-making: information selection,
probability estimation, worth assessment, and action selection. The
most important general finding is that the operator is best characterized
in terms of "bounded rationality" rather than in terms of normative or
optimal models. It is necessary to understand the operator's processing
limitations in order to understand how he performs as a decision-maker
in diverse environments.

The concept of "heuristics" borrowed from the discipline of
artificial intelligence (Simon, 1970) seems to be the most promising
description ol operator decision-making performance. A heuristic is an
algorithm or rule which attempts to find satisfactory solutions without
analytically examining all possible solutions. Heuristic techniques
are used because of the processing limitations inherent in a particular
decision problem. It is an apt description of operator performance for
a variety of reasons:

1. Heuristic rules lead to solutions which are rational but not
necessarily optimal.

2. The reason a heuristic is used has to do with the limitations
of the processor.

3. Different heuristics are used for different tasks.

4. Heuristics lead to predictable errors.

Theoperatoris constrained both by his processing limitations and
his misunderstanding of normative processes. A number of biases and
performance characteristics have been outlined in this paper, and rather
than list these biases again, the following performance characteristics
seem to best summarize the results:

1. Operators are not "conservative" or "excessive" estimators of
probability. Rather, their particular performance characteristics
depend on the parameters of the estimation tasks.

2. Operator biases are a result of adaptive rather than irrational
processes. They are an attempt to make sense of a noisy environment.
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3. Since some of these biases are predictable and fairly con-
sistent, it is possible to use corrective functions that rsult in
nearly optimal predictions.

4. Given sufficient time, tile operator is able to decompose
outcomes and develop trade-off functions which weigh the eflects of a
number of different dimensions in order to compute the worth tor an
OUt Come.

5. However, when the number of dimensions is large or time is
constrained, the operator chooses assessment techniques commensurate
with his processing limitations (e.g., lexicographic, satisfticing...)

b. Action selection models which art, based on empirical tunctions
such as Prospect theory are better predictors of performance than those
which posit mainly normative functions such as utility theory.

7. The operator performs best in information selection tasks when
there is a moderate amount of information to select from. Too much or
too little information results In degraded performance.

IMPROVING PEIRFORMANCE TIIROUCII TRA IN I N; AND A IDING

The paper has identified a number of operator performance defi-
ciencies. Training and aiding are two possible ways to improve operator
performance,. Techniques for improving probabi lity estimation and worth
evaluat ion (e*g. , boot st rappi ug) pt, r OrIrantc, have been discussed, t his
sect ion will discuss more global approaches to performance enlhancement
in decis ion-making.

Saleh et al (1978) have developed a decision-making program imbedded
in the anti-submarine warfare (ASW) context which trains the operator in
all aspects of decision-making. The important decisions the operator
must make in this environment are pinpointed and defined as generic
decision tasks (e.g., action selection, probability estimation...).
rhen, the operator is trained to use decision analytic techniques to
make decisions for these important decision points from the ASW environ-
ment. rhe premise of this experimental program is that the operator is
being trained to use powerful decision analytic tools (decision trees,
probability estimations...) while at the same time he is trained to
solve spedific decision problems in tile ASW environment. Since this
project is still in its early stages, it is too early to evaluate its
success.
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Crooks, Kuppin and Freedy (1977) have introduced tile concept of
decision-aiding into the training domain. They trained troubleshooters
in fault-finding for electronic circuits. The aiding device gave feed-
back and/or aiding during the task. Feedback consisted of telling the
subject what the expert would have done after the decision was made.
Whereas, aiding involved telling tle subject what alternatives the
expert would have considered before the decision was made. A combina-
tion of aiding and feedback trained tile operator in making less costly
decisions even in situations where no aiding or feedback was available.

However, in general, training using decision analytic techniques
or aids is still in the exploratory stages. The advantage to such
training seems obvious, but it remains to be seen whether the results
live up to its promise. In a similar vein, a number of decision aids
are being developed to help the operator in operational settings,
particularly in the command and control environment. Preliminary
results indicate that devices which result in action selection are
not as practical as devices which give the operator information to aid
him in making the choice. The former devices tell rather than inform
the operator, leaving him uncertain as to the logic of the chosen
decision.

Two examples of the "information" type device are an Emission
Control (ECOM) decision aid (Decision-Science, 1978) and a device to
aid in selecting optimal air strike routes (Integrated Science, 1978).
In both cases, the operator chooses different feasible alternatives,
sensor configurations in one case and air strike routes in the other,
and the aids display the important parameters for each choice and
compute their expected utility using criteria the operator is familiar
with. This allows the operator to explore different alternatives he has
generated himself and allows the computer to use its computational
power to enhance the operator's decision-making performance.

In summary, both aiding and training seem promising as a way to
enhance the operator decision-making skills. The approaches are
complementary, since aids can improve training and training is neces-
sary for the operator if he is to appreciate the advantages of aids.
Both approaches are still in the developmental stage. If they are to
prove useful, their purpose will be to enhance rather than to replace
the operator as a decision-maker.

RELATED ISSUES AND FUTURE TRENDS

Although hypothesis and outcome generation was discussed in this
report, very little was said concerning their performance characteristics.
This is not meant to suggest that these processes are unimportant, only
that not much is known concerning operator performance for these
processes. Preliminary evidence suggests that the operator considers
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far too few hypotheses (Gettys, Fisher, and Mehle, 1978) and outcomes
when structuring the decision problem. The problem of structuring the
decision situation may prove to be the most important component of
decision-making ;nd should prove to be a fertile ground for future
research (Saleh et al, 1978).

Most of the aiding and training programs mentioned have their impetus
from a new applied science referred to as "Decision Analysis." Decision
analysis "merges the logical foundations of statistical decision theory
with the capabilities...developed in the fields of system analysis and
operations research" (Matheson, 1969). Its main impact has been on the

business community (Brown, Kahr, and Peterson, 1974), but the techniques
developed by decision analysts are widely applicable and have been used
in many military situations. The major drawback to decision analysis
is that it demands a high level of expertise and therefore a formal
decision analysis should be reserved for projects with a high potential
payoff. However, the technology of aiding and training decision-makers

will continue to benefit from the research results generated by this
discipline.

Artificial intelligence (AT) is another discipline which has a
potentially important impact on decision-making. Al involves problem

solving algorithms (i.e., techniques) for situations where the solution
demands complex logical decisions such as chess, geometric recognition,
etc. In other words, its domain is problems previously thought to be
solvable only through human intelligence.

One of the more applied uses of Al is knowledge engineering

(Figenbaum, 1978; Shortliffe and Buchanan, 1975). Basically, this is
the logical structuring of rules elicited from experts in a particular
field to model the experts' performance in some decision task. Computer
programs using knowledge based on algorithms have been successfully used
for disease diagnosis, chemical analysis, and in military situations to
predict the presence of possible hostile forces. Knowledge based
algorithms are currently being used for aiding in only a few military
situations. However, the potential applications for military problems
are great, especially with the rapidly increasing technology of both
computer hardware and software.
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